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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Grlticisin of education is growing as society expects more from

our schools than ever before (Wexler, I 969 ), while the demand for

radical reform of the schools grows more widespread and intense
(Rubin, 1975 )

•

The American public is apprehensive about the

inability of the education system to respond to the theoretical and

practical realities of our modern technological age (Williams, 1972),
as Silberman (1970) and others remind us of the role of the schools
in helping to create and maintain a humane society, and Toffler (1970)

points to education's responsibility to prepare individuals to cope

with "a time of unprecedented change" and "tomorrows beyond accurate
prediction"
The common, crucial concept around which all these complex goals

revolve is change.

Although in this kind of a world it is still

essential to retain a sense of history, it is less important to repeat
the old than it is to have the capacity to appropriately and confi-

dently face the new.

If the needs of a change- oriented society are

to be met, school organizations and school personnel must be open to
change, flexible, adaptable, and know how to learn so that learning

may be continuous (Rogers, 1967)*

is clear that these desired

characteristics bear no resemblance whatever to most present practices
in school organization and leadership.

The Carnegie Study of 19^9

(Shenker, I 969 ) condemns the school as an organization which is

2

literally destructive of human beings, with leadership
which is

unyielding in its aversion to change.

In an article examining the

current need for change and the inability of social institutions
to

provide suitable impetus and support for that change, Carl Rogers

(

1968 )

concluded that educators are more resistant to change than any other

institutional group.
If the school is to become more effective in enriching its

student-clients, which is its entire reason for existence according
to Sergiovanni and Starratt (l9?l), the locus of the necessary change

must be the teacher, since institutions are made up of people and
can only change as people within them change (Combs, I 962 )

.

Since

those teaching now are the teachers who will be teaching for years to
come (Sergiovanni and Starratt, 1971)
’’bear the

i

school officers, those who

heavy responsibility for assuring skilled instruction for

children” (Allen and Ryan,

i-966,

p.

l),

apparently will have to learn

to work mainly with experienced teachers.

Gogan (1973) has an

empathic view of the difficulties of change for experienced teachers,
since they must unlearn and abandon safe and comfortable ways of
teaching, while undertaking new, risky, untried patterns of behavior.

Teachers and supervisors are inextricably bound together by the
goals of education, but the pressures to improve the product affect

teachers and supervisors differently.

Blumberg (1974) and Weller (l97l) in separate works probing

teacher-supervisor relationships and teachers

'

percpetions of the

perceive
supervision they have encountered, conclude that most teachers

.

.
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supervision as threatening, unhelpful, dull and
time wasting, and

perceive most supervisors as hostile, and even
contemptuous.

Past

teacher-supervisor relationships have been characterized
by closedness
and defensiveness, and as inadequate, capricious, and
confusing

experiences for teachers (Bartky, I953; Blumberg,
19?4)

.

Thus the

teacher feels that although loneliness is to be hated, isolation
is
to be treasured (Cogan, I973)
Teachers’ beliefs that supervisors and supervision axe thwarting

(Goldhammer, I969) spring from the negative origins of supervision

(Lewis and Miel, 1972), and from the idiosyncratic, poorly concep-

tualized, inadequately validated practices that supervisors have

employed to discharge their responsibilities in the past (Weller, 1971).

Many supervisors react to the resultant negative teacher attitudes by
substituting papers and forms for encounters involving analysis and
affection (Goldhammer, 1969)1 or by omitting the supervisory function

completely (Mosher and Purpel, 1972).

The supervisor's anxiety is

heightened further by national demands being made for the improved
preparation of supervisors (Lucio, 1967 )» together with the awareness
that there is little training available now (Eaker, 1972)
There is a growing conviction across the nation that if the

schools are to be led toward quality education, it is supervisors who
must provide the leadership (Harris, 1976; Seriovanni, 1975)*

Throughout supervision's two hundred year history, beginning with

administrative inspection and continuing through the scientif i c and
human relations eras to the present, supervisory practices appear to

..

.
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have changed more by reaction to outside forces than by
natural
evolutionary processes (Weller, I971)
Modern educational literature identifies a variety of aims
for

contemporary supervision if it is to become proactive, growth-oriented,
change-oriented, and positively regarded by teachers.

relate to one of two areas;

All of these aims

(l) the teacher-supervisor relationship,

and (2) the teacher's growth toward self-analysis, self-direction, and

self-supervision
In Sergiovanni and Starratt's (l 9 ?l) view of enlightened super-

vision, the teacher-supervisor relationship is the medium in which the

teacher develops the instructional insights and the intellectual
courage necessary for making meaningful changes in his/her practitional
behavior.

Combs (1962), Rogers (I969), Sergiovanni and Starratt

(1971), and others have pointed out the major components of a

facilitator-learner relationship which will establish and maintain
teacher commitment, self-actualization, openness to change, loyalty
and job satisfaction.

The supervisor's first priority is to initiate

and maintain a face to face relationship with the teacher, which is
trusting, supportive, gratifying, non-authoritarian, openminded, and

which encourages the teacher to be self-initiating (Perlberg and
Theodore, 1972 )

There is ample literature which emphasizes the teacher's growth

toward self-analysis, self-direction and self -supervision as major
theoretical objectives of modern, enlightened supervision.

In Berman

the
and Usery's (I966) pamphlet "Personalized Supervision", one of

.
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earliest widely distributed publications
to directly relate research
on teaching and learning to new directions
for modern supervision,

they assert that the goal of supervision in
a democratic society is to

build in self-analysis and self-direction along
with the knowledge of
self so that the teacher may become able to
see his/her own biases and
limits, thus removing the main obstacles from the
path toward the goal

of self-supervision.

Other researchers have stressed the importance

of helping teachers become self-initiating, self-evaluating,
self-

improving, able to diagnose and solve their own classroom problems,

and generally less dependent (Krajewski, 19?6; Pierce,
1975;
Sergiovanni and Starratt, 19?l)
The two emerging focal points in modern, enlightened supervisoiy

thought and practice mentioned previously (the associative teacher-

supervisor relationship, and the supervisor's role in helping the

teacher toward self-sufficiency) are also the central focus of
clinical supervision, a promising supervisory model which has been
of considerable recent interest to students of supervision and

researchers, although its actual practice is quite rare (Pierce, 1975)*

Clinical supervision is "supervision focused on the Improvement of the
classroom performance of the teacher by way of observation, analysis
cind

treatment of that performance" (Cogan, 1964, p. 118).

The term

"clinical" denotes close observation, detailed observational data,
face to face interaction between the supervisor and the teacher in an

intensity of focus that binds the two together in an intimate

professional relationship (Goldhammer, 1969 )-

Clinical supervision

•
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works toward the development of the professionally
responsible teacher
who is analytical of his/her own performance, self
-directing, and
open to help from others (Cogan, 1973)

•

Its format for observing

instruction, for analysis, and for feedback affords
educators a

mechanism for meeting many future needs (Shane and Weaver,
19?6).
^ll^ical supervision was developed in response to the problems

faced by supervisors as they struggled to meet the pre-service and
in-service needs of teachers at Harvard in the middle fifties.

The

practices and insights that evolved were developed by Morris L. Cogan
into the specific form of supervision known today as clinical super-

vision (Pierce, 1975)
This study is in response to the many appeals by members of the

profession for more research on supervision (beeper, I 969 ), and more
specifically, for the identification and delineation of supervisory

competencies which can be taught or developed, so that an effective

training program may be established.

McGleaiy (1976, p. 30 ) sums it

up: "No program for the training of supervisors, or strategy for the

improvement of supervision can be undertaken without the specification
of what supervisors must be able to do when they engage in the act of

supervision".

The identification of these specific competencies, the

purpose of this study, is intended as a first step in helping supervisors eventually to "demonstrate competencies more adequately", a
goal of the greatest importance and urgency in the field of education
(Harris, 1976, p. 332).

j
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Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this investigation is to identify
and compile the

principal procedures and skills necessary for performing
the super-

visory function in clinical supervision.

Based mainly on the theore-

tical foundations outlined by Morris L. Gogan
(1973), a description of
the process of clinical supervision will be presented in Chapter III,
as well as the key competencies required of the clinical supervisor,

which will be specified and ordered in Chapter IV of this study.

Delimitations of the Study

First, in envisioning a schema for the creation of a training
prog-ram for clinical supervision, the following steps, in chronological

order, suggest themselves
1.

The identification of the key competencies of clinical
supervision

2.

The translation of each identified competency
into a learning model for the facilitation of
its practice

3.

The field testing of each competency and its
learning mode

4.

Feedback

5

Revision

.

This study is limited to the identification of the key compe-

tencies of clinical supervision, and is intended as a basis for future

exploration of the four subsequent steps.

•

8

Importance of the Study

Although teachers profoundly affect pupils' attitudes and
selfconcepts (Mosher and Purpel, 1972, p. 5), their achievements
have not

been improved by increased salaries, beefing up academic requirements,

reducing work loads, using performance contracts, or the like
(Sergiovanni, 1975)

•

Tenure has had the effect of producing a large

body of teachers who may, if they wish, set up boundaries between
themselves and the system's efforts to help them improve (Blumberg,
197^» P* 128).

The teacher, who learns what he/she is from the

supervisor (Combs, I962), sorely needs the support of someone who
knows about his/her work (Goodlad and Klein, 1974), and that is

precisely what is denied most teachers because of their unhappiness
about the supervision they have experienced (Blumberg, 1974, p. 9)
Supervisors, for their part, are searching for insights which

will enable them to bring increased competency to their tasks (Berman
and Usery, I966)

.

Supervision has been strikingly unsuccessful, and

what is needed most at this point is a system of supervision that
does work (Mosher and Purpel, 1972).

Burnham (1974) in addressing

herself to the role of supervisors in helping professional school
personnel to grow and develop stated, "In this age of accountability
we need to assess our supervisory behaviors, ways of functioning and

strive to practice new behaviors in the discharge of responsibilities”
(p.

16).

It is hoped that material from this study may provide such

a reassessment and at least one feasible path toward the improvement
of supervisory behavior.

9

There is a great deal of evidence that the teaching
profession
is ready for supervision properly practiced (Reavis,
19 ?6 ), but it
is essential to realize that the analysis of teaching
requires highly

specialized knowledge, skill and training (Shaplin, I96I)

.

Krajewski

(1976) maintains that most supervisors today lack the necessary skills

to analyze classroom teaching behavior mainly because university

training programs in supervision are inadequate, while on-the-job

training for the formation and practice of needed supervisory skills
is not available.

Supervisory training cannot be devised and begun

until these three unanswered questions have been answered:
1

.

2

.

3.

What would be the component parts of the supervisor's
program of preparation which would enable him/her to
work with another individual?
What guidelines should the neophyte supervisor be
taught which would enable him/her to select, from
a variety of ways of viewing teaching, those which
the supervisor feels he/she could handle most
effectively.
What specific opportunities for experience should
be included that are not now commonly found in
programs for the preparation of supervisors (Berman
and Useiy, I966, p. 32 )?

The second intent of this study is to provide some answers to
these questions so that the planning of programs for the training of

clinical supervisors may begin, and supervision may start to reach its

potential as "an art that can release teachers' initiative, responsibility, creativity, internal commitment, and motivation" (Serglovanni,
1975, p. VII).
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A third factor to be considered
is the increased interest in

clinical supervision in the United States
and the consequent need for
further reseaxch as the clinical process
becomes more influential in
the field of instructional supervision
(Baker, 1972).

Clinical super-

vision, designed to improve instruction
through systematic and

continuous cycles of planning, observation, and
analysis of teaching,

for the purpose of modifying teaching behavior,
provides clarity and

specificity in in-class supervision, and appears to have
the potential
to accomplish what all evaluation attempts, to improve
the quality of

instruction provided to children (Reavis, 19?6, p.
363 ).

It is hoped

that data from this study may be beneficial to those school
systems

which are considering adopting clinical supervision, so that, as
Krajewski

(

1976 ) maintains, although clinical supervision toward self-

improvement may be an ideal, "through the combination of research and
development, this ideal may become a fact, and should, for its time

has come” (p. 66 ).
Finally, the primitive state of instructional supervision is

testimony to the reluctance of researchers to undertake inquiries in
the field (Weller, 19?1» P- 7).

The broadness and vagueness of the

area of supervision, along with the fact that so little supervision is

actually taking place, render the subject recalcitrant to those who

would acquire knowledge about it.

Wilhelms' (1973) booklet on the

new trends in supervision notes that of the very few studies produced,
none provides an in-depth analysis of what supervision is or what

supervisors do.

While competency-based programs for teachers are

11

growing rapidly, not only are programs
for helping supervisors to
learn requisite supervisory competencies
non-existent, but the
specific competencies needed by supervisors
have not yet been

Identified (Burnham, 19?4, p. 11).

This study seeks to add to the

sparse literature on Instructional supervision,
and the even more

meager literature on clinical supervision, by
Identifying the key
competencies requisite to the performance of clinical
supervision, so
that training programs for supervisors may commence.

Definition of Terms

Supervision (a special method of supervision)

.

Super-

vision focused upon the Improvement of Instruction by means of systematic cycles of planning, observation, and Intensive Intellectual analysis
of actual teaching performance In the Interest of rational modification
(Weller, 1971, p. 15)

•

It Involves assisting teachers to develop

through direct, guided experience those skills needed for diagnosing
and meeting the needs of children (Shane and Weaver, 19?6, p. 95).

Instructional Supervision

.

Activities aspiring to enhance the

quality of education through the provision of leadership to teachers
In the Improvement of classroom Instruction (Eaker, 1972; Mosher and

Purpel, 1972).

Self-Supervision

.

Supervision In which the teacher analyzes and

assesses his/her own teaching performance (Eaker, 1972, p. 8).

Supervisors

.

Professional staff members having responsibility

for establishing direction, goals and priorities for curriculum, and

.
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charged with the duty of helping teachers
improve the teaching-

learning situation in their respective schools
or departments (Mosher
and Purpel, 1972; Pierce, 1975).

Most supervisors see their roles as

teachers of teachers, but in clinical supervision
the emphasis is more
on understanding instructional phenomena than
on changing observable

teaching behaviors (Weller, 1971, p. l6)

Basic Assumptions

This entire study is based on the following assumptions!
1.

Teaching is subject to rational, intellectual analysis
and can be improved through diagnosis, analysis and assessment of teacher-pupil interactions.

2.

All of the essential competencies required for the
effective performance of clinical supervision appear
in the literature.

3.

The researcher is capable of formulating statements
that accurately reflect the clinical process.

Organization of the Study

Chapter I contains a broad introduction to some major contemporary
educational problems and a statement of the problem to be addressed in
this study.

Basic assumptions upon which the study is based, defini-

tions of several relevant terms, and the importance of the study are
also reviewed.

Chapter II presents and reviews research from the disciplines of

perceptual psychology, learning theory, and organizational behavior
with assumptions from these fields that form the theoretical framework

for clinical supervision.

13

Obstacles to the proliferation of
clinical supervision,

definitions and descriptions of clinical
supervision, and a review
of literature related to clinical
supervision comprise Chapter III.

Chapter IV is a presentation of the competencies
ordered according to
their chronological appearance in the clinical
supervision cycle.

Chapter V provides a summary, as well as the author's
recommendations
for future research related to this study.

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction

In their Instructional Supervision; A Behavior
System . Alfonso,

Firth and Neville (1975) provide the seeker with one of
the few works

dealing with a theoretical framework for supervision.

The book is a

research document derived from the areas of leadership theory, communication theory, organizational theory, and change theory.

The authors

contend that supervisory approaches must be based upon empirical
research in related fields, and that the preparation of today’s educational supervisor must rest on a thorough grounding in the assumptions

underlying supervisory practices.

Alfonso, Firth and Neville urge

supervisors and researchers in the field to tap many other fields to

uncover assumptions which may be relevant and essential to sound
supervisory behavior.
The authors state unequivocally that supervisory competence

cannot be achieved until the individual has achieved three areas of

proficiency:
3)

l) a knowledge base,

an affective base.

2) a

supervisory skill base, and

The professional literature on instructional

supervision has emphasized the human or interpersonal skills while

virtually ignoring technical competence as a requirement for effective
supervisory practice (Alfonso, Firth & Neville, 1975» Chapter 13)

•

.
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In what follows, this author will
present a theoretical and

conceptual base for clinical supervision
drawn from the literature
in the fields of perceptual psychology,
learning theory, and organiza-

tional behavior.

The identification and ordering of the
managerial,

technical, and human skills essential to the
practice of clinical

supervision, which have been gathered by the author
from the existing

literature of clinical supervision, will appear in
Chapter IV of this
study

purpose of this chapter is to present and review the

^

major works in the field of clinical supervision.

Literature in this

area is sparse, and descriptions of the actual clinical process are,
therefore, rare.

Most descriptions of the process come from the

originator of clinical supervision, Morris L. Gogan and his early
student and co-worker, Robert Goldhammer.

Although a review of the general topic of instructional supervision is relevant to placing clinical supervision in the broad perspective of American history and practice in the field, the author will

refrain from an extensive examination of the general supervisory
literature.
ble.

Numerous works exist on the subject and are easily accessi-

What is noticeably lacking from most of these general tracts on

supervision is the identification and discussion of specific competencies essential to the practice.

The reason for the dearth of these

specifics is that there is also a lack of conceptual foundations for

supervision plus a lack of systematic research on supervisory
behavior.

Most of what has been written on supervision deals with

16

"role",

ajid

usually portrays shortcomings and
needs in the field,

while it challenges supervisors who are
lacking in the training and
tools to ”go out and make a difference"
(Alfonso, Firth & Neville,
1975 , P. 29 ).
If the reader seeks to become more familiar
with the background
of American educational supervisory practice,
which is outlined in

Figure

1,

he/she is encouraged to consult Robert E. Eaker's
(19?2)

unpublished doctoral dissertation which analyzes teacher
and administrator perceptions of the clinical supervision process.

Chapter II of

his study is a comprehensive review of the two -hundred-year past
of

American educational supervision from its earliest beginnings to the
most recent supervisory thought and practice.

Other works that may

serve to present the reader with accurate and valuable insights into

the history of American supervision are the following;

Part One of

Supervision for Improved Instruction by Lewis and Miel (1972); and Part
One, Chapter I, ”A Historical Perspective of School Supervision”, in

Supervision;
(1962).

A Synthesis of Thought and Action by Lucio and McNeil
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Figure 1. The development of educational supervision. (Reprinted
from an unpublished article by Virginia P. Redd, "The Future of
Educational Supervision: Change or Extinction?”, Dec., 1972).
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Theoretical Foundations for Clinical
Supervision
Part I; Perceptual Psychology
A.

Ba ckground

.

In recent years stimulus-response
psychology and

psychoanalysis have been joined by the humanistic
approach or what has
sometimes been referred to as "third force”
psychology.

"Third force”

or perceptual psychology Is vitally
concerned with people's feelings,

beliefs, desires, attitudes, loves, hates and
values.

Because these

are the very qualities that make people human,
this psychology Is

often alluded to as the humanist movement (Combs,
Avila & Purkey,
1971, pp. 22-23).

Beginning with William James In I89O, many noted psychologists,
among them Allport, Freud and Lewln, centered their work In the
concept
of the self.

Carl Rogers, the leader of the humanistic psychological

movement, theorized that people behave according to the ways In which

they see themselves.

It was In his work that the self was treated

as both object and process for the first time (Labenne & Greene, I969,
p.

8).

Snygg and Combs, so-called "phenomenologlsts", expanded upon

Rogers’ conceptual base, maintaining that all behavior Is determined

by the phenomenological field of the behaving organism

(

1949 ).

In

summary, humanistic psychology Is based upon the premise that all

human behavior Is the product of the believer's perception at the
time of perceiving, of perception of self, and of perception of the
environment, and the Interaction of the two (Combs, 19^ 2

,

p. 50 )

•
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Since in perceptual psychology the individual’s
self is the
point of origin for all his/her behavior,
what the individual believes
about self affects every aspect of life.

The implications for

education are numerous and significant, since the
self as teacher and
the self as person are inseparable when viewed in
the humanistic-

perceptual frame of reference.

The realization that the teacher may

be only as good or adequate as the person is good or adequate
has

inspired much research.

One of the most significant works examining

the teacher as a person is that of Combs, Blume, Newman and ¥ass
(1965) which deals specifically with understanding the nature of the
self, how the self develops, and how the self may be changed, relating

all of these to the positive teaching self.

Modem literature

of a psychological nature provides frequent

statements concerning what the goals of education should be.

Most

of these viewpoints are expressed in Snygg’s (I966) assertion that

the whole purpose of education is to ’’help the individual achieve a
more fruitful and realistic concept of himself and the universe" (p.
85).

Gcirl

Rogers

(

1967 )> in an article concerning the many problems

connected with affecting change in educational institutions, stated
his view thusly;
In the world which is already upon us, the goal of
education must be to develop individuals [schools] who
are open to change, who are flexible and adaptive, who
have learned how to leam, and are thus able to learn
continuously. Only such persons [schools] can constructively
meet the perplexities of a world in which problems spawn much
faster than their answers. The goal of education must be to
develop a society in which people can live more comfortably
with change than with rigidity (p. 71?).

.
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B.

Humajieness.

According to some of the most prominent and

eloquent commentators on contemporary social conditions
(Jackson,
1968

;

Silherman, 1970), if the need for humaneness, mankind's most

pressing need, is to he met, the only hope for meeting it is through
the education system.

George B. Leonard (I 968 ), in a hook acclaimed

as one of the most influential

modem works

on education, points out

that the creation and maintenance of a humane society rests upon the

antecedent creation and subsequent maintenance of a humane classroom
environment.

Such may only he accomplished as teachers, the people who

work with children, are "returned to themselves", grow more responsive
to others.

Grace Graham, a specialist in the social foundations of

education, writing in the 1970 Yearbook of the Association for

Supervision and Curriculum Development, entitled "To Nurture Humaneness",

focused on the crucial role of school leaders in the humanization of
the classroom.

She emphasizes that if teachers are to become humane

beings, supervisors must a) become models of humaneness, b) acquire

the skills and knowledge to help pupils become fully-functioning,
c)

reject the authoritarian role, and d) become facilitators (p. 24l)
In the course of an exploration into the dynamics of human

motivation, Philip M. Clark (1970) searched the works of the humanists
to determine their views concerning the basic nature and characteris-

tics of human beings.

He found that Rogers, Combs, Snygg, Maslow and

Allport indicated clearly their beliefs that the human being is
cooperative, trustworthy, and constructive by nature.

Based upon

for
these beliefs, it appears that the human being has a capacity

•
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humaneness which has been underdeveloped thus far.

In addressing the

question of the responsibility of education for
encouraging and

developing young people's capacities for humaneness,
Chase (19?0)
regards knowledge of self, knowledge of other persons,
and knowledge
of the evolution and functioning of institutions as
appropriate areas
of study for supervisors, teachers, and children
(pp. 99-100).

Chase's recognition of the institution as a critical factor in the

humanization of education is supported by research from the field of
organizational behavior gathered by Sergiovanni and Starratt (1971)
for application to educational supervision.

These authors conclude

that humanistic education, with its goal of pupil self-actualization,
can only be achieved in a humanizing organization which focuses on the

self-actualization of teachers.

Another barrier to the accomplishment of the goal of school

humanization comes from the educational leaders' proneness to use
the jargon of new educational trends and innovations.

For many super-

visors the humanization of education has already become a new bandwaigon,

the subject of much vocalization, but very little action.

This situation is deplorably self-defeating, since the successful

diffusion of humaneness can be accomplished only through its exercise
(

Franc ouer-Hendriks & Housego, 1973)
C.

Perception and Self-Concept

.

Human perception is so highly

individual that it is almost impossible for two people to see things
exactly the same way or even to communicate with complete accuracy
(Alfonso, Firth and Neville, 1975,

chap. 8).

In Education for What

psychology to
is Real , one of the earliest texts relating perceptual

•

•
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classroom instruction, Earl G. Kelley (194?) points out
that since
perception is the result of how things seem to the behaver,
it should
be considered the stock-in-trade of educators.

The uniqueness of

^^^ividual perception derives from the personalized nature of the
individual's experience and the fact that his/her perception is based

upon that experience.

Combs and his colleagues, in a study in which

they grappled with problems related to the measurement of self-concept
and self-report, carried this one step further, maintaining that if

behavior is a function of perception, it should be possible to observe

behavior and infer the nature of the self-concept which produced the
behavior (Combs, Soper and Gourson, I963)
To say that the self-concept is the prime factor controlling all

human behavior is not overstating the case, according to Labenne and

Greene (1969) in their discussion of the perceptual dynamics of selfconcept (p. 18).

Lewis and Miel (1972), examining the causes of super-

visory behavior," also point out that attitudes toward self are important determinants of behavior in supervisors, as in all people (p. 169)*

There is agreement among perceptual psychologists that one's selfconcept is the result of what the person has seen and experienced.

If

those experiences are enabling, positive, successful, and the indivi-

dual perceives him/herself as accepted and liked, a strong selfconcept will result (Combs, 19^2, p. 53> Kelley, 19^2, pp. 9~10)
In addition to enhancing intellectual effectiveness, a high self-

concept results in expanding the richness and variety of the indivi-

dual's perception, and contributes to his/her ability to deal

.
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accurately, openly and usefully with
doth consonant and dissonant

information about one's self (Schmuck,
1973, p. 12).
D.

Self a^d Others.

The self is the central point for
one's

personal observation and interpretation of
his/her universe (Purkey,
1970)

.

The self, unique to the individual and growing
throughout life,

is built in relationship to others.

Growing up in an authoritarian

culture may damage the self since it may be crippled
by surroundings

and relationships that cause guilt, blaming, lack of
trust, and the

diminution of the self-concept.

As the attitudes of others profoundly

affect one s concepts of self, so do concepts of self lead to one's

notions of others (Kelley, I962)
"When the individual perceives and accepts into one constant and

integrated system all his sensory and visceral experiences”, says
Rogers (l95l)» "then he is necessarily more understanding of others
and is more accepting of others as separate individuals”.

There are

strikingly few sources in the literature which describe procedures

designed to help persons wishing to practice knowing themselves.
such source is Lewis and Miel (1972) who, in outlining the role

supervisors must play if schools are to become self -actual! zing
institutions, suggest some concrete ways for supervisors to begin:
1.

Keep use-of-time records to study what people and
activities your time is spent on.

2.

Note questions, suggestions and comments from individual
teachers to study other's perceptions of you.

3.

Study systematically the opportunities open to teachers
and note which ones are consummated to help you see the
environment as others see it.

One

;
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4.

In order to see yourself more completely,
make lists
periodically of such categories as ”my little
vanities",
what is hardest for me”, ”my need to win”,
and "what
gives me satisfaction”.

5.

Look for signs of "power-poison”, since using
power over
others instead of with others usually has detrimental
effects on the user (pp. 243-245).

^Lstacles

to "Becoming ^".

Certain personality characteristics

often serve as obstacles to "becoming” by acting as change-resisting

forces within the human being.

In a useful but brief work dealing

wLLh resistance to change, Goodwin Watson (1969) has identified and
discussed eight common types of personality resistance to change
1.

Homeostasis - Physiologically and psychologically
stabilizing forces within the organism. An internal
protective force which is naturally resistive to change.

2.

Habit - The organism finds comfort in doing what has
become automatic.

3.

Primacy - "The way in which the organism first successfully
copes with a situation sets a pattern which is usually
persistent" (p. 489).

4.

Selective perception and retention - Individuals do not hear
as clearly or retain as well that information which is not
supportive of their own views.

5

.

Dependence - Childhood is a time of dependence upon elders,
whose values and beliefs tend to be imitated by children.

6

.

7.

Superego - "There is reason to believe that people who
choose occupations in which they try to inculcate higher
standards in others. .. (make) severe demands on themselves
and others. They bitterly resist any change which they
conceive to be a relaxation of the firmest discipline and
the highest expectations of perfection in performance”
(p. ^ 92 ).
Self -distrust - Certain beliefs, i.e., impulses are not to
be trusted, or enjoyment is evil, are learned early in life
in an authoritarian culture and are difficult to change.

:

.
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^security and regression
security in the past.

-

The tendency to seek

Although under certain circumstances Watson's
personality characteristics may be viewed as forces that resist
human change, the

writer feels that the state of openness or
closedness of the
individual is the factor that determines whether
these characteristics
act as strengths or weaknesses.

As an example, it would be difficult

to imagine human beings functioning effectively
if they had to be

consciously aware of every routine action which is presently
committed to the realm of habit.

In the growing, creative person,

the efficiency of habit may serve as a strength that helps to unlock

potential
A second obstacle to the expansion of human perception derives

from faulty social values which cause people to hold and defend
fallacious assumptions.

In a discussion on rational psychotherapy,

Ellis presented some of the irrational ideas prevalent in our society

today
1.

An adult should be loved or approved by everyone
for everything he/she does.

2.

One should be thoroughly competent, adequate and
achieving in all possible respects.

3.

One should be dependent upon others and it is natural
to need someone strong to rely on.

4.

The past is all-important and because something once
affected one's life strongly, it should have the same
effect indefinitely.

.
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5.

It is exceptionally difficult to find
the right
solutions to human problems, and if the precise,
correct solution is not found, catastrophe will
result (I957i pp. 38-44).

A third obstacle to human "becoming" arises from
the effect of

motivation on the accuracy of communication received.

Berelson and

Steiner (1964), gathering data on the causes of perceptual
distortion,
concluded that individuals "tend to misperceive and misinterpret

persuasxve communications in accordance with their own predispositions,
by evading a message or by distorting it in a favorable direction"
(p* 536).
(

Also pertinent to this conclusion is Glen D. Mellinger's

1956 ) investigation of the relationships between interpersonal

trust and communication.

He asserts that in communicating with

someone distrusted or unknown, the communicator is likely to distort
the communication of his/her own attitudes.

Distortion or concealment

may take the form of evasion, compliance, or aiggressive communication,

which may lead the distrustful individual to overestimate the degree
of agreement in others (p. 304)

If educators are to help young people toward self-realization and

openness to experience, it will be necessary for them to recognize and

deal with the obstacles to freeing, expanding, and changing the learner’s
perceptions.
F.

Self-Actualization;

The Adequate, Fully-Functioning Person

.

The goal of humanism is to help human beings to become as adequate

and as fully-functioning as possible.

Self-actualization is depicted

by Merl Bonney (l9?4) as self -becoming, with all growth in the indivi-
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dual interpreted as a drive for
self-actualisation.

The individual who

is growing markedly toward
self-aotuallzatlon starts to encounter
what

Maslow

1968 ) terms peak-experiences",
those moments in life when one
experiences the highest sense of
happiness and fulfillment (Part
3).
(

Combs (1962) characterizes persons
who are self -actualized as

being more individualistic, unselfish,
able to deal with problems
more effectively, more willing to
take risks, and more likely to grow
into leadership roles.

Some specific strengths possessed by
self-

fulfilled people are also pointed out by Combs:

they behave more

intelligently, are less upset by errors, have a
positive view of
themselves, identify with others, and accept themselves
and others.
Rogers’ (1961) fully-functioning individual trusts
his/her organism,
is open to experience (rather than defensive), becomes
a process
(is fluid), has an internal locus of evaluation, and constantly

strives to enhance his/herself as an experiencing organism.

The

fully-functioning individual is also characterized as a creative,
s-ll'in-one-piece individual who believes in the trustworthiness of

human nature.

Kelley (1962) describes the adequate, fully-functioning

person as one who thinks well of him/herself and others, sees one's
stake in others, values mistakes, develops values and lives by them,

and is creative (p. 18 - 20 ).
In summary, all behavior is a function of perception.

The

healthy, adequate self integrates thinking, feeling, knowing and

sensing into becoming.

All people have a capacity for self-

actualization, but the nature of earlier experiences and relationships

.

.
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determine whether the individual will move
toward or away from
fulfillment
The Teacher as a Person

.

The realization that what teachers

decide to do in the classroom with students is so
overwhelmingly

important brings one to the conclusion that change in
education means
change in teachers (Sergiovanni, I 975 p. 6 ).
,

From the perceptual

viewpoint the teacher's professional behavior is determined by the
^^dividual s basxc character and personality) knowledge of self, views
of self and others, and relationships with others (Combs, I 962

,

p. 53 ).

This is reinforced by Wilhelms' (1973) view that effective teachers

are those who feel good about themselves, the people they work with,
and the world they work in (p. 36 - 37 )If the teacher is to become what the teacher is able to become,

he/she must feel secure enough to be willing to expose him/herself to

discrepant information about one's teaching performance.

This open,

non-defensive state can exist only when the teacher's needs have been
met in terms of l) a feeling of personal achievement and recognition

for that achievement, 2 ) feeling influential with others, 3 ) feeling
accepted and liked by others, and 4) achieving a sense of worth and

dignity (Kleparchuk, 1970, p. 22; Sergiovanni and Starratt, 1971|
256

;

Schmuck, 1973, P- 15)-

P-

Add to these needs the contention of

Binnington (I 965 ) that the most important variable in teaching success
is the teacher's self-concept, and the significance of the role of the

supervisor will be discussed later in this chapter under Part
"The Teacher-Supervisor Relationship”

I,

L,
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P erceptual Psychology and Pupil Learning;

.

Based upon the

premise that in order to change behavior, perceptions
must be changed,

learning becomes a highly individualized and personal
matter.

Leaming

is approached as a problem of finding the personal
meaning of knowledge,

and the teacher's role is viewed as helping the learner
discover that

personal meaning.

In a paper discussing the role of processes of

leaming in the movement of the learner toward self-actualization,
John Worthen (I 963 ) states that the role of the teacher is "to help the

student learn how to learn by going through the process of choosing
ways to fulfill his own potential.

This means that the student must

begin to set his own demand, his own goals, and begin to take

responsibility for his own movement toward self-realization"
Combs

(

(p.

8).

1962 ) sees the interaction of adequacy and learning as a

self -regenerating cycle which is beneficial reciprocally to the

learner's view of him/herself and his/her intellectual potency
(chap. 12 ).
I.

(See Figure 2.)

The Teacher-Pupil Relationship

.

Teachers exert enormous

influence on children's attitudes, self-concepts and sense of personal

worth (Mosher & Purpel, 1972)

.

If the teacher is to help the child

toward fulfillment, it is important that he/she know something about
how things seem and feel to the child (Goldhammer, 1969»

P* 36l)

•

If

the teacher is to help the child to know him/herself, Jersild (1955)

reminds us that not only is it important for the teacher to know the
pupil as a person, but it is also essential that the teacher know

him/herself as a person as well.
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MORE POSITIVE

MORE POSITIVE
VIEW OF SELF

MORE LIKELY
TO ACHIEVE GOALS

T
BEHAVIOR

MORE ACCEPTANCE
OF AND OPENNESS
TO EXPERIENCE

TO EXPERIENCE
I

1

MORE REALISTIC
GOALS

MORE ACCURATE
ASSESSMENT OF SELF

Figure 2
The interaction of adequacy and learning. (Reprinted
from Perceiving, Behaving, Becoming, I962 Yearbook of the Association
for Supervision and Cuzriculum Development, p. I85.)
.
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Nystrand and Cunningham (19?0) in their article which
suggests
methods of reorganizing schools to develop optimal human
capacity,

identify a barrier to healthy adult-adult and adult-child
relationships which most adults and children in the educational setting

accept as daily routine

.

The problem is created by operating with

one set of principles and processes for pupils, another for teachers,

and a third set for supervisors.

This practice injects elements of

status and authority which are inhibiting to the human development of
the people and the institution.

From the foregoing it is evident that

the self-concept of a pupil will not be raised by a teacher whose selfconcept has been negatively affected by his/her supervisor.

Nor can

a pupil's commitment be secured by a teacher who is constantly

coerced by an authoritarian supervisor.

Teachers must be treated in

exactly the same way they are expected to treat children
Behaving, Becoming , 1962, chap. I 5 )

.

(

Perceiving

,

In this regard, the role of

the supervisor emerges as the crucial factor in the humanization of

the school and the ultimate self-actualization of the pupil-client.
J.

School Practices That are Thwarting

.

The literature contains

many references to current, everyday school practices that serve to
inhibit the human being from moving toward self-actualization.

Although many of these practices are visited upon children by adults,
there are a considerable number of them that affect both children and
adults.

Silberman (19?0) points to compulsion, an evaluative

atmosphere, and being in a crowd for long periods of time, as
121-123).
dehumanizing elements of the present school climate (pp.

In

.
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many schools children live by adult rules in
authoritarian classrooms
with adult standards and values imposed on them.

Children are often

shaped to accept what is said solely because an adult
said it
(Perceiving;. Behaving, Becoming . I 962
,

chap. 9 & lO).

School

practices such as marking systems, promotion policies, competition,
or
the use of force, coercion, bribery or threats are detrimental
to

students

feelings of worth and dignity.

Still other factors, such as

the teacher s overconcem for the right answers, a non-trusting atti-

tude toward students, or treating the student as a subordinate, cause
the student to feel unaccepted and unacceptable

Becoming

.

I 962 ,

(

Perceiving, Behaving

,

chap. 13 & 14).

Teachers and students are both frustrated by the immobility of

school structures that force rigidities, rules, and regulations on

them that interfere with learning and "becoming" (Combs, 1970, p. 186).
This frustration, often heightened by the insensitivity and lack of

skill of supervisors, was observed by Silberman (l9?0) and prompted him
to write, "Most teachers are decent, honest, well-intentioned people

who do their best under trying circumstances.

If they appear other-

wise, it is because the institution in which they are engulfed demands

it of them” (p. 142)
K.

School Practices That are Enhancing

.

School practices which

allow and encourage growth toward adequacy in teachers and learners
tend to be those found in healthful surroundings (Wilhelms, 1973
Some of these healthy conditions that serve to help teachers and

pupils feel accepted and acceptable, but which must be actively

»

P- 37 )-

:
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promoted, encouraged and maintained by the
supervisor If they are
to endure are:
1.

a hopeful, positive atmosphere

2.

people centeredness

3*

freedom from threat

4.

the accordance of feelings of trustworthiness and
worthiness to all individuals

5*

the encouragement of openness rather than defensiveness

6.

the encouragement of differences.

To help raise teachers' and childrens' self-concepts so that

feelings of worth and dignity, essential to "becoming”, are achieved
and maintained in the individual, the supervisor is responsible for

creating an atmosphere where the individual:
1.

is considered an asset

2.

can act freely

3.

can experience success

4.

caji

5.

can grow and know he/she is growing

6.

can make friends, enjoy others, and help others.

feel and give warmth

Finally, in order to encourage openness and creativity in all

school inhabitants, the supervisor must organize the school so that

individuals are
1.

trusted and respected

2.

made to feel that they are an important part of the school

3.

encouraged to communicate and behave openly

3^

4.

encouraged to behave spontaneously and
creatively

5.

valued for their individuality (Perceiving.
Behaving.
^
Becoming I 962 , chaps. 9, 10, & iFy.
,

Nurturing the self-realization of teachers and
children is a
matter of replacing practices which thwart and
demean human beings

with practices that enhance individuals' growth
and humaneness.
Human beings are helped toward fulfillment by their own
open and
creative behavior, by feeling accepted and acceptable, and by

achieving a feeling of worth and dignity

.

The leader of an effective

learning institution has the responsibility for taking measures which
O-Ssure a climate that promotes the individual's growth toward

what he/she has the capacity to become.
B.

The Teacher-Supervisor Relationship

.

In a brief article

describing the main segments of the clinical supervision cycle,
Charles A. Reavis (l9?6), a college supervisor of student teachers,

describes what is basically wrong with most present teacher-supervisor

relationships this way; "’Even recent research on the teacher-

supervisor relationship, based on what might be called the traditional
pattern of observation followed by a conference, has shown that

supervisor respect for the teacher as a professional has been
missing” (p. 3^1)

.

On the other hand, there is a wealth of

modem

supervisory literature (Alfonso, Firth & Neville, 1975; Boardman,
Douglas & Bent, 1953; Foster, 1969; Perlberg & Theodore, 1972) describ-

ing the attributes which embody an effective, appropriate teacher-

supervisor relationship which is enabling and empowering in its
effect on the teacher's classroom performance with children.

There
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is much agreement in this literature that the

modem teacher-supervisor

relationship must be based upon a gratifying, face to face,
peer
relationship which encourages the two individuals to give and
receive in a mutually satisfying way.

In his frank examination of

the reasons for the enduring and bitter hostilities between most

teachers and supervisors, Blumberg (1974) makes it clear that the
usual teacher- supervisor relationship, which consists of the

supervisor giving and the teacher receiving, is usually unsatisfying
and unhelpful to the teacher.

This contention is reinforced by

Schmuck (1973) who, in studying the organizational behavior of
schools, is convinced that the supervisor's role should offer an

open and supportive relationship wherein the teacher is expected to

find his/her own best ways of changing his/her own classroom
behavior.

Another characteristic of the "enabling" teacher- supervisor

relationship is that it must be founded on mutual trust and respect.
Hans 0. Anderson (1972), writing about the supervisor as a facilitator
in the self-evaluation of teachers, notes that there must be a basic

relationship built on mutual trust and respect if the teacher is to
be willing and able to examine him/herself openly, and one of the

three qualities Rogers (I 969 ) believes necessary for an effective

facilitator-learner relationship is "abiding trust and acceptance”
to insure that threats to the teacher are minimized, and there is
109~
caring without possession and controlling by the supervisor (pp*

111 )

.

.
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In his article ajialyzing the reasons
people resist change, Alvin

Zander (I961) states: "Resistance will be
prevented to the degree
that the changer helps the changees to develop
their own under-

standing of the need for change and explicit awareness
of how they
feel about it, and what can be done about those feelings"
(p. 544).
This is congruent with the view of perceptual psychologists
who see

the supervisor's role as that of facilitator for increased
teacher
adequacy, who helps teachers grow toward becoming increasingly self-

evaluative and self- supervising through encouraging and assisting

teachers to identify problems and to work in areas important to them
(

Perceiving, Behaving, Becoming , I962, Chapter I5)

.

The teacher learns who and what he/she is from the supervisor,

who also defines the relationship between him/herself and the teacher
(Blumberg, 1974, p. I67

;

Combs, 1962, p. 216).

The potential value

of a professional, collegial, trusting teacher- supervisor relationship
is expressed by Glenys Unruh this way:

"Supervision at its best is

an art that can release teachers' initiative, responsibility,

creativity, internal commitment and motivation" (Unruh, 1975i P- VII )
M.

The Supervisor

.

Since one's knowledge and view of self lead

to one's knowledge and views of others, the supervisor, more than any

other person who takes part in the school program, must have the

attitudes and abilities necessary to render him/her increasingly
self -trusting, open, secure and caring.

»
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The great importajice of the supervisor's
role in its effect on
the work of colleagues is discussed hy
Lee Demeter (I 951 ) in his

study examining ways to reduce the lapse of
time between the introduction of

aji

level.

He makes the point that the school principal (who
is usually

educational innovation and its implementation at
the local

also the supervisor) is the key figure in determining
which practices

will su3Tvive.

When the principal is apathetic or unaware of its

existence, the practice does not endure.

Statements of supervisory goals which are commonly found in the
literature are related to one overall objective
the instruction of the student.

-

the improvement of

There are many authors who express

supervisory goals in terms of the work of supervisors with teachers,
such as; enhancement of the personal and professional growth of the

teacher (Blumberg, 1974, p. ll), building within teachers skills of
self-analysis and self-direction (Berman & Usery, I 966 , pp. 32-33)
and the facilitation of increased teacher adequacy (Combs, 1962, p. 117)*

These are all central to the development of the teacher as a person
and as a teacher, but the core of the supervisor's responsibility is

crystallized by Morris Gogan (1973) in this manner; "The supervisor
as a human being is committed to the teacher as a human being, but as

a professional he is committed to improving students' learning by

improving the teacher's performance” (p. 25 ).
N.

Conclusion

.

It is the author's conviction that the principles

and processes of perceptual psychology relating to the self-actualiza-

tion of human beings are congruent with the teacher-supervisor
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relationship descrihed in the clinical supervision
literature as the
basis for the practice of clinical supervision.

It is a relationship

based upon mutual trust and respect, on a collegial
association, on
the teacher’s feelings about him/herself as a person,
and on shared

responsibility for the instruction of pupils (Cogan,
1973).
The principles and practices of clinical supervision evolve

naturally as extensions of the principles and practices of perceptual
psychology

.

Clinical supervision is humanistic supervision, appro-

priate for the encouragement and maintenance of humanism in students,
teachers and supervisors, and through their self-actualization, the

humanism of the world at large.

Part II

A.

Introduction

.

;

Learning Theory

According to Leonard

(

1968

,

p.

215), in

building what he calls "the new education”, these three assumptions
must be basic:

l) the human potential is greater than we had been led

to believe, 2 ) learning can be sheer delight, and 3 ) learning is life's

ultimate purpose.

Learning is defined by Combs (1959, P* 8 ) as help-

ing people perceive differently.

Although the acquisition of

knowledge is the first phase of learning, the second phase, the

discovery of its personal meaning, actually determines the degree to

which it will affect the person’s behavior (Combs & Syngg, 1959)The healthy self grows through the individual's way of looking at

his/her world.

Perceptual psychologists have dealt with what the self
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becomes through the medium of the individual's attitudes
and feelings
about self and others.

Learning theory, although dealing with the

cognitive as well as the affective aspects of ’’becoming”, rests
on
a psychological base, particularly in the United States, where

education, due to a humanistic orientation, is treated as a part of

psychology (Milhollan & Forlsha, 19 ? 2

,

p. 24 ).

What the human mind is capable of and how we should help the

young develop that potential is the subject of much earnest discussion
by contemporary philosophers and social scientists.

The most distinct

human capability, according to Buckminster Fuller, is that humans
can use their wisdom to see relationships and to influence events

(Weinberger, 19 ?6

,

p. 8 ).

The discovery of relationships between

two or more things or ideas where none
the key to all human progress.

had.

previously been apparent is

In Science and Human Values

,

which

speaks eloquently to the similarities and interrelationships of social
values, creativity and scientific thought, the late Jacob Bronowski
(1956) described mankind's constant search ”to discover unity in the

wild variety of nature
experience” (p. I6)

.

- or

more exactly, in the variety of our

It can be assumed that the adequate, self-

initiating, self- operating person can be expected to look at his/her

world and wonder ’’why?”, proceed to search for hidden likenesses, and
gain satisfaction and intellectual strength from finding out
(Alpert, 1961, p. 2).

.
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B.

Leazmng.

E.R. Hilgard, in a representative and
highly-

regarded hook, li^epries of Learning,

refers to the two main groups

of learning theories as the stimulus-response
theories of learning and

the cognitive theories of learning.

The stimulus-response theories of

learning axe premised upon a) the law of effect
(rewards cause repeat
behavior, punishment causes extinction of behavior),
and b) the law of

exercise (responses to situations become increasingly associated
as

increasingly repeated)

.

The cognitive theories of learning are based

upon the assumption that the learner’s response is not to the stimulus
*ii^6ctly, but rather to his/her own inner perception and re-structuring

of the stimulus in terms of the total situation.

Modem learning

theorists hold that no one theory applies to all situations, since
the two theories complement each other in placing emphasis on various

aspects of learning (Seagoe, I961)
The usual response to the question, "Why is a child required to
go to school?", is, "To learn!".

The word "learn" is an ambiguous

term which may encompass the spectrum from an infant's learning of the
word "mama" to a scientist's discovery of a new microbe.

Since our

rapidly- changing technology has rendered major portions of almost
every content area obsolete as soon as it is taught in the classroom,
most recent learning theorists (Bruner, I96O; Suchman, I96I; Tyler,
1963) agree that the most useful educational pursuit is leaxning how

to

leam

so that the learner may become independently able to

structure his/her unknown, future environment and solve its problems.
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Jack Prymler (1970), in an article depicting
motivation as the main-

spring and gyroscope of learning, specifies what his
term "helping
children learn" means;
1.

Learning to value learning

2.

Leairning to want to learn

3.

Learning how to learn

4.

Learning to value knowledge

5-

Learning to acquire knowledge

6

Learning to understand knowledge

.

?.

Learning to behave according to knowledge (p. 24).

In a paper describing one method of shaping learner's motives

for learning, Richard Alpert

(

196 I, p. 2) portrays what the finished

product of the education system should look like when he/she goes
forth into the world:
The citizen-product of education should: a) show
intellectual curiosity, b) value and want to make logical
and rational decisions,' c) value and want to gain mastery
through understanding, and d) enjoy working with problems,
so that 1 ) he looks at his environment in such a way that
he brings problems to light, 2) he responds to problematic
aspects of the environment in preference to others, 3) he
remains in the field in which the problem is present, that
is, he does not daydream, change the subject, etc., 4) he
gains pleasure from the process of problem solving as well
as from the final solution itself, and 5 ) he weighs alternative solutions in terms of their adequacy, rather than
immediately accepting any easily gained solution.

The desirable outcomes of education as described by Alpert tend
to support the advice Carl Rogers (1969» P« 125) presents to teachers.

•

.
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He suggests that they focus on learning

- how,

why, and when the

student learns, and how learning feels from
the inside, rather than

focusing on teaching.
One of the most influential figures in the
field of Instruction,

John Goodlad (1959), in an article designed to
assist teachers plan

and organize for instruction, states that learning
is produced hy

intelligence, motivation, energy, and creativity
(p. 4l)

.

Goodlad's

generalization deals with the learning product, hut the consensus
among modern learning theorists is that learning is not simply a

matter of motivation, repetition, presentation, stimulation, condi-

tioning and the like, although all of these things are involved, hut
that it also involves the individual's entire personality and his/her

personal discovery of meaning (Comhs, 1959 )
In viewing the internal learning assimilation process,

modem

learning theorists (LaBenne & Greene, I 969 , p. 54; Richardson &
Smitter, 1959, P« 34; Worthen, I 963 , p. 45) are in general agreement

that learning is essentially an individual matter unique for each
pupil, since no one except the pupil him/herself can do the necessary
joh of relating and anchoring content to the relevant conceptual

system of his/her cognitive structure.

This gives rise to the

realization that the only real teacher lies within the learner, and
that if the teacher is to act as an effective facilitator for pupil
learning, he/she must know each pupil quite well as a person.
(

Clement

1963 ) pursues the same point from the learner's viewpoint when he says

learning should he an active process, meaningful, useful, interesting,
satisfying, and imified (pp. 55“77)
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In viewing the learner as a resource, the
child may be looked

upon as competence-oriented, striving for control
of his/her
environment.

Humans and animals are drawn by the urge to explore,

manipulate, and master their environments; and this
"competence-

motivation” is intrinsically rewarding (Gordon, I966,
p. 4?; Suchman,
1961, p. 1).

This contention is cast in perceptual terms by Rogers

in his renowned Client-Centered Therapy (1951) as the natural
striving
of the organism to actualize.

The literature of modern learning theory is concerned with the

roles of motivation, drive, perception, and understanding in learning,
and in the effects of tension, frustration, success, and failure upon

learning (McQueen, 1964, p. 2).

Literature relating these factors to

learning will be examined by the author in the two sections immediately
following.
C

.

Learning and the Self

.

As the learner gathers and processes

data, the concepts which emerge become meaningful, more easily organized,

more available for future reference, and are retained longer (Jones,
1967; Suchman, I961)

.

With so many learning benefits accruing from

constructionist learning procedures, it is difficult to provide a

rationale justifying such classroom practices as teacher questions or
lecturing

(

Perceiving, Behaving, Becoming , 1962, p.

19'^)-

There is little doubt that what the teacher asks the learner to
do in the learning situation has a serious effect on each learner.

.
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Learning theorists agree that this is so
because of the highly
singular and personal nature of learning.

Individuals have different

personalities, learning styles, capacities,
abilities, and degrees
of adequacy and openness (Combs, Avila & Purkey,
I97I, p. 93;

LaBenne & Greene, I969, p. 52

;

McQueen, I96I, p. 2 ).

In this light

it becomes clear that the teacher's role is to help
the learner relate

the material to him/herself so that what is being learned
fits into

the fabric of the student's life in a meaningful way (Jersild,
1955 )
The primacy of individual perception in learning is expressed in
Lhe list of implications for education gleaned from perceptual theoDcy

by Robert E. Bills in an article entitled "Believing and Behaving:

Perception and Learning” (I959).

He lists:

1.

To teach a person, we must understand him.
This is
most easily accomplished by trying to see him and his
world as he sees them.

2

Education must start with problems of learners that are
important and need-relevant to them.

.

3.

Since needs, values and attitudes are such important
determiners of perception, education must seek to help
students know what needs, values and attitudes are
important to them and to consider these fully and in
relation to each other.

4

Since personal perceptions are not readily changed
through the introduction of objective evidence,
education must begin with the beliefs of students and
relate knowledge to their peculiar perceptions.

.

5.

Perceptions are most readily changed through a reexamination
of needs, values, attitudes and the possible meanings of
previous experience.

6.

Knowledge is but one determiner of human behavior.
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7.

Leaxners learn in response to their needs
and perceptions,
not those of their teachers.

8.

Education must start where the child is and
permit him
to determine his own direction and pace.

9

Not specific behavior but adequacy of perception
and
openness to experience should be the goals of
education (p. 63).

«

The literature of learning theory is replete with
research on
the self and its learning characteristics.

To delve into every aspect

of this sizable field which has been studied by researchers
is imprac-

tical.

Fortunately there are many authors, including Jones (I967),

Klausmeier (1962), Seagoe (I961), and Waetjen (1962), who have
gathered, categorized and summarized research findings in the various

aspects of the field into generalizations about learning, so that the

inquirer may gain knowledge more readily from the results of groups
of investigations.

Although the basic principles of learning and the

important roles of motivation and self-concept in learning will be

discussed by the author in the next few paragraphs of this study, the
reader may gain a more complete background through consulting any one
of the books summarizing learning theory research that have been

mentioned in this section.
There are a number of principles of learning agreed upon by most

learning theorists (Burton, 1963

;

Hilgard, 1956

;

emerge as a basis for sound learning procedures.

Tyler, I963) which

Some of the important

principles are as follows;
1.

learning achievement is affected by individual
differences;

;

2.

the learner will learn more effectively if
he/she feels
valued as an individual

3

tasks and materials meaningful to the learner are
learned
more readily;

•

4.

the learning process must be realistic to the learner
for him/her to learn effectively;

5»

learning achievement is affected by the learner's
aspiration level;

6.

the stimulated, motivated learner learns more readily
than the unstimulated, unmotivated learner;

7

learning under conditions involving intrinsic motivation
is preferable to learning involving extrinsic motivation;

.

8.

active participation by the learner is preferable to
passive reception;

9.

transfer occurs most effectively when the learner has
discovered relationships him/herself;

10.

the learner's self-concept is a significant factor in
his/her ability to learn;

11.

responses of the learner during the learning process are
modified by their consequences; and

12.

learning proceeds most effectively when the learner
achieves insights and can see results.

Although the preceding list gives the impression that a great
deal is known about learning, it is generally recognized that much
more research is needed.

Such topics as the relationship between

language symbols and the learning of concepts, what actually occurs

organically during learning, or the effects of many outside forces on
the learning environment are only a few examples of the multitude of

subjects demanding further study

.

The lack of a concise and agreed-

upon description of the learning process, and the fact that many of

4?

the variables affecting learning have not
yet been pinned down require

that more research be undertaken (Waetjen,
I 962

,

p.

89 ).

Human motivation is a major force in considering
the self and
its ability to learn.

The arousal of interest in the learner trans-

forms the leaxner’s role from neutrality and passivity
to pursuance
and inquiry.

Bruner

(

1963 ) declares, "To sum up the matter, motives

for learning must be kept from going passive in an age of
spectatorship, they must be based as much as possible upon the arousal of
interest

in what is learned, and they must be kept broad and diverse in expres-

sion” (p. 80 ).

Berelson and Steiners' experiments (1964) concerning

the effect of the receiver's motivation on communications he/she

receives showed, predictably, that the greater the receiver's involvement and interest, the greater will be his/her acquisition of informa-

tion and skills.

McQueen (1964) generalized the results of a number

of motivational studies into the principle that students will study more

efficiently if they see the value of what they are doing.

"Interest

is a powerful motivating force in any learning situation" (p. 2).

In spite of the importance of motivation in learning success,

Seagoe's (1964) summaiy of several experimental inquiries into the
effect of motivational intensity on learning indicates that learning

increased with increased motivation only up to a point, and that maxi-

mum gain occurs with a moderate degree of motivation.

She adds that

the point at which maximum learning gain occurs depends upon task
complexity, the learner's ability, the learner's susceptibility to

.
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the motivation, and several other factors.

Finally, she states that

when tension increases beyond the optimum, learning
is disrupted (p. 38).

No less important than motivation in its relationship to
learning
success is the learner's self-concept.

The work of Brookover, Thomas

and Paterson (1964) proved that there is a significant positive

correlation between self-concept and the learner's performance in the
academic role, that there are specific self-concepts of ability in

various academic areas (which serve as accurate predictors of success
in that area)

,

and that self-concept is positively correlated with

the perceived evaluations that significant others hold of the student
(p. 484 ).

This is consistent with the views of researchers Benjamins,

Reeder, and Buckley and Scanlan (LaBenne & Greene, I969), who found

that a person's self-concept has a direct and important bearing on his/

her intellectual efficiency (p. 24 ).

A summary of the close relation-

ship that exists between self-concept and academic achievement is

provided by Purkey

(

19 ? 0 ), who maintains that self-concepts influence

performance, with successful pupils seeing themselves positively and

unsuccessful pupils viewing themselves negatively.

He adds that what

the teacher believes about him/herself and about the students is as

important (or more important) than the techniques, practices or
materials the teacher uses with pupils
The profound effect of one's view of self prompted Rogers to
comment, "Most of the ways of behaving which are adopted by the

organism are consistant with concept of self.

Concepts of self function

.
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as guiding principles” (Alpert, I96I, p. I2)

.

Even the ways that people

are willing to use consonant and dissonant information
about self are

directly affected by the self-concept.

Schmuck

(

1973 ) advises that

persons with high self-confidence will actually seek and use
dissonant
information about self, while those individuals with a low self-concept
tend to emphasize positive aspects of their performance, assuming a

defensive posture about any dissonant information brought to their
attention (p. lO).
Sadly, when most persons look back on their own school

experiences, they all too easily recall certain negative, unhappy

settings and occasions.

Jackson (1968) says, "Among negative reports

of school life two themes predominate.

The first has to do with

frightening or embarrassing experiences resulting from cruel or
insensitive teachers and classmates.

The second theme has to do with

feelings of boredom arising from the meaninglessness of the assigned
tasks or the overwhelming attractiveness of life outside the class-

room” (p. 42 ).

Under these joyless conditions, the learner is not

motivated toward pursuit.

Says Leonard (1968), "When joy is absent,

the effectiveness of the learning process falls and falls until the

human being is operating hesitantly, grudgingly, fearfully at only a
tiny fraction of his potential” (p. 20)

Unfortunately as the learner is motivated less and less to

perform to his/her potential, classroom experiences become increasingly
debilitating to the self-concept.

Martin B. Fink (I962) studied the
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self-concept as it relates to academic
achievement and concluded that
a relationship exists between the adequacy
of self-concept and the

level of academic achievement.

Another study, this one by Lecky

(1945), was one of the earliest to demonstrate that low
academic

achievement is often due to a child's definition of
him/herself as
a nonlearner.

The inability to learn appears to be a self-fulfilling

prophecy, and the types of experiences that might alter the
views a

student holds of him/herself are purposely avoided (LaBenne & Greene,
1969, p. 27).

Another factor that seriously affects the self in learning

functions is anxiety.

Excessive anxiety is often the most important

factor in student failure.

Although some anxiety is desirable in the

learning situation, too much anxiety has an adverse effect.

Schmuck's

view (1973) is that anxiety facilitates learning up to a point, the
exact point depending on the nature of the task (p. 4).

Perceptual

field theory, according to Snygg (1966), suggests a classroom level
of anxiety where "the optimum of difficulty is one which allows the

student to win success after difficulty” (p. 93)-

The role of frustration in learning is dependent upon the

personality of the individual student.

Waterhouse and Child (1953)

reporting on the effects of frustration on the quality of performance
maintain that individuals with certain personality traits who are

placed in frustrating circumstances show a msirked decline in performance, while others in similar circumstances show Improvement in

.
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performance.

Moreover, they maintain that the
relative effectiveness

of the two groups was reversed under
non-frustrating conditions.

There is a mutually reinforcing relationship
between one's view
of self and learning.

Adequacy facilitates learning and successful

learning contributes to feelings of adequacy.

Writing on the natural

affinities between learning and mental health in the school
setting,

Ira J. Gordon (1966) summarized these relationships when he
said,
"Intellectual growth cannot be isolated from mental health, a sense
of adequacy and self-fulfillment” (p. 4?).
D

.

The

Elf f ect

of Certain Environmental Variables on Learning

.

Although one's view of self is central to the quality and effectiveness
of learning, there are many environmental variables external to the

self that affect learning.

Some of these variables commonly found in

learning situations in many of today's classrooms are rewards, punishment, competition, distraction, interruption, and the teacher's

communicative behavior.

For the sake of brevity this discussion of

the environmental variables relating to learning will be limited to
the representative group of variables specified.

The interested reader

is encouraged to delve into the previously recommended research summary
reaxiings to learn about the myriad of research that has been done on

environmental variables
In a short essay describing recent developments in the experimen-

tal analysis of learning and concept formation, Leo Postman (1962)
states that experimental studies show conclusively that the only

dependable way to modify behavior is to reward (p. 48 ).

He adds that
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rewarded responses are retained better
than punished ones, so that the
learner may be expected to do what
he/she has been taught to do better
than what he/she has been taught not
to do (p. 50).
In dealing with
rewards, however, there are several
precautions made clear in the

literature.

It is possible, for instance, through
over-praising or

over-indulging a member of a group for a special
talent, to significantly decrease the efforts of the other members
of the group (Brandt,

Brodbeck, Moore, & Troyer, 1970

p.

,

29 ).

Another caution is provided

by research on the effects of rewards and punishments on
motivation.
According to Snygg (1966), "Experiments show that under conditions of
high motivation, strong rewards and punishments interfere with problem
solving” (p. 81).
The kinds of rewards provided and their extrinsic or intrinsic

nature also are factors in their effectiveness.

"Grades, tests,

prizes, honors have proven woefully inadequate as motivation for

learning, even at the height of the Civilized Epoch.

becomes truly rewarding for its own sake

given lip service for centuries

-

-

When learning

and this goal has been

then narrow competition will be seen

for what it is; irrelevant to the learning process and damaging to the

development of free-ranging, lifelong learners” (Leonard, I968,

Maslow (1968) adds that to the real person "growth is, in itself

129 ).

p.

,

a

rewarding and exciting process” (p. 28).
A summary of research on the role of competition in the learning

situation reveals some seriously detrimental effects.

First, although

.

»

.
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competition has been used in many learning
situations as a motivating

force for learning, it has been found
that only those students who feel
they have a good charce of winning will
try.
Secondly, people who are

forced to compete and do not feel they have a
chance of success are

threatened by the experience, which in turn causes
performances even

poorer than usual.

Lastly, when competition becomes too important,
any

mears, moral or immoral, are likely to become justified
to achieve the

ends (Combs, Avila & Purkey, 19?1, p. 110 )

Another external factor affecting the learner's success is
distraction.

Experiments on distraction reveal that what the indivi-

dual finds distracting varies according to its depth of meaning and
its newness for him/her, and that levels of distraction vary according
to the activity and the strength of competing stimuli (Seagoe, I 96 I,
p. 20 ).

The importance of communication as a factor in learning cannot

be over-emphasized.

Rogers

(

1969 ) stresses the importance of teacher-

pupil communication when he says, "The assumption that what is taught
is learned is untrue " (p. 104)

Teachers, more than others, recognize that communication is more

effective if the sender organizes the content of his/her message to

maximize receptiveness by the receiver (Alfonso, Firth & Neville, 1975
p. 112 ).

In summary, the ideal learning situation has a warm, open,

positively expectant atmosphere which values the self (Charles, 1972,
p.

49 ).

Some of the factors controlled by others in the environment

;
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which are Impor'tan't if learners are 1© he helped
"the

judicious use of rewards,

"the

"to

achieve are

elimination of distractions,

carefully conceived teacher communication with pupils, and the
elimination of pupil-against-pupil competition.
E.

Learning as Change

.

To learn is to change.

In order to

change behavior effectively, says Frazier (1956), the first requisite
is to change the perceptions that teachers have of pupils and of

themselves (p. 75)*
Alfonso, Firth and Neville (1975) have carefully summarized and

categorized the research on change theory as it applies to the
educational setting (Chapter 7)

•

Among the more consequential

findings they mention which relate to bringing about change effectively
are the following:
1.

the conclusion by Herbert Simon that "significant
changes in human behavior can be brought about
rapidly only if the persons who are expected to
change participate in deciding what the change
shall be and how it shall be made" (p. l64)

2.

a change effort will be more effective if it is
perceived as building on existing practice rather
than threatening it (p. 187);

3.

change will be initiated more effectively as there
is careful planning, and as objectives and policies
are clear, realistic and understood (p. 185 ) and
;

4.

M. S. Atwood's discovery that changes that appear to
require more dependence on others or decrease personal

initiative will tend to be resisted, and those that
appear to increase autonomy will tend to be accepted
(p.

l68).

.
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In examining the problems that
public health workers encountered
in their efforts to change the attitudes
of individuals toward health

practices, Cora DuBois, commenting on the
permanence of change

postulates that if the change has depended upon
’’compliance”, conditions will return to the former level as soon as
this influence is

withdrawn (p. 184).

Alfonso, Firth ard Neville (1975) summarize the

three processes of attitude change identified in the work
of H.C.

Kelman as:

l) compliance,

the receiving of reward or the escaping

of punishment; 2) identification, the change is made to establish
or

maintain a satisfying relationship since the change agent is an attractive person; 3) internalization, one sees the relevance of the new

behavior through realizing something one had not realized previously
(p. 175).

Finally, in his study of rates and factors related to the

adoption of educational innovation, Richard 0. Carlson found that the

characteristics of the innovations themselves had an influence on their

diffusion rates.

He found five factors that had a significant influ-

ence in controlling the fate of an innovation.

These factors are:

relative advantage; compatibility with the values of the adopters;

adaptability for trial on a limited basis; complexity; and ease of
communicability of results to others
F.

Learning and the Teacher

.

(p.

l68)

Teachers are concerned with the

invigoration of students in the cognitive, affective and humane sense.
How the teacher teaches is mainly a product of the teacher's conceptions of how learning occurs (Milhollan & Forisha, 1972)

.

The

.

.

•
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teacher functions as a catalyst, bringing the perceptual
world of the
student and the information together, and this mediation
between the
student and the stuff of his world is the reality of
the instructional

system (Lewis & Miel, 1972, p. 30)
A wholesome classroom atmosphere calls for a teacher who is

keenly sensitive to students
them

(

-

how students are and how things seem to

Perceiving, Behaving, Becoming

.

I 962 , pp.

71-?2)

.

Philo Pritzkau,

in looking at the individual's real and ideal involvement with

curriculum says, in his book On Education for the Authentic (19?0),
"It is incumbent upon the teacher and others involved in education to

develop that openness that will invite greater and greater humaneness
in the approach to learning” (p. l)

The difficulties of growing up in our era are pointed out

clearly by Graham (19?0), who feels that educators have a responsi-

bility for easing the young person's pain in his/her search for identity and meaning in life (p. 243).

The ability to help students in

this way can be developed and brought to bear only as teachers learn

more and more about the pupil's perception of him/herself and his/her

world

(

Perceiving, Behaving, Becoming , I 962

,

186), and as teachers

p.

can help students develop healthy self-concepts

.

The literature

affirms that the accomplishment of the latter by the teacher rests
upon: 1 ) accepting the pupil as he/she is; 2 ) encouragement; 3) 4he

teacher's acceptance of mistakes as a normal part of learning; 4) belief
that school is for exploration; and 5 ) helping the pupil experience

success (LaBenne & Greene, 1969» PP* 123-12?)

;
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The teacher's effectiveness as a
facilitator of significant

learning rests upon three facets of the
facilitator -learner relationship identified by Rogers (1969).

First is the quality of realness

or genuineness, which may only be achieved as
the facilitator sheds the

traditional "role” or "mask” of being "The Teacher”
and becomes a real

person with his/her students.
must be

bom

Second, the teacher-pupil relationship

of abiding trust and acceptance, with the pupil
feeling

he/she is considered a valuable, worthy individual by the teacher.
Third, communication must take place, and this is only possible in a

climate characterized by empathic understanding (pp. 106-112).
To be effective, a teacher also needs to gain insights into

human development and the learning characteristics of different age
groups.

The intellectual development of learners is divided into

three stages identified by Piaget and Bruner as
Stage 1

.

Stage 2

.

Stage 3

*

The preoperational stage during which the learner
establishes relationships between his/her
experience and action. Onset is at 1-2 years
of age.

The concrete operational stage during which
data from the real world enters the mind and
is transferred for use in solving new problems.
Onset is at 6-7 years of age.
The formal operational stage which involves the
ability to operate with hypothetical propositions.
Onset is at II-I3 years of age (Bruner, I96O,
pp. 3 ^- 37 Furth, 1970, p. 33 ).
;

;
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In developing the learner’s role as problem-solver,
the teacher

has an obligation, according to Roderick Palmer in
his essay ’’Straight
and Crooked Thinking” (1963), to develop five problem-solving
pupils.

They are identified as developing the pupil's

ability
1.

to recognize and formulate problems;

2.

to collect data on the problem;

3.

to originate promising hypotheses;

4

to trace out the implications of hypotheses; and

.

5.

to verify one's own conclusions (pp. 396-397).

Teachers must be skillful, Insightful, humane, adequate human

beings if they are to be useful in helping pupils toward selfsufficiency and fulfillment in today's complex world.

As to the

advantages or di sad. vantages of any particular style of teaching,
we are assured by both Combs (I962) and Perlberg and Theodore
p.

(

1972 ,

2), that good teaching is a highly unique and personal thing

involving intuition and art, but that many elements, nevertheless,
must be taught to the teacher.

In this regard, the supervisors who

are to do the teaching are cautioned by Lloyd Trump

recent article on humanizing schools directed at

(

1972 ) in a

secondar;y-

school

axiministrators, that teachers learn the same way as anyone else, so

the learning system for the teachers must be exemplary so that

teachers may learn to use similar approaches with children (p. I5)

•
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and the Supervisor

.

In the relationship between the

teacher and the supervisor, the teacher must
be treated as he/she is
expected to treat children.

Every aspect and dimension of the

relationship, therefore, must be exemplary.

In the affective sense,

the teacher can be self -actualized only to the
extent that he/she

feels valued, worthwhile, and secure in a relationship
with the
supervisor.
In the cognitive sense, the teacher can be self -actualized
only
to the extent that the person assumes the role of an active
learner

constructing his/her cognition.

It is in both the affective and

cognitive respects that the supervisor must work toward helping

teachers (colleagues) become self-initiating, self-operating, and
self -analyzing.

It is also apparent that what the supervisor

accomplishes may only be wrought through the achievements of others;
therefore the ability to communicate openly and accurately is a

requisite to a trusting, colleagial relationship (Alfonso, Firth &
Neville, 1975, P- ?8).
Finally, the rapidly increasing amount of research data support-

ing the perceptual approach to teaching and learning requires that
the supervisor have an understanding of the learning process, that

he/she possess analytical skills based upon the nature of learning,
and that he/she constantly explore and study the literature of learning.
The supervisor is the logical person to bring these skills and this

research into the teacher's world of meaning (Alfonso, Firth & Neville,
1975, PP- 2^3-246; Perceiving. Behaving. Becoming , 1962, p. 75)-

6o
H. Conclusion.

It is apparent that if the principles put forth

in the literature of learning theory are to be
embodied in supeivisory

behavior, the interaction between the teacher and the
supervisor must

be characterized by a relationship where:
I

.

there is a climate of empathic understanding,

2.

the teacher feels valued as a person,

3*

the teacher and the supervisor communicate openly,

4,

the teacher learns through his/her personal discovery
of meaning, and

5.

the teacher learns to solve his/her own problems.

The five terms presented above are also descriptive of the

teacher-supervisor relationship in clinical supervision as portrayed
in Chapter III of this study and the supervisory competencies

delineated and ordered in Chapter IV.
In a similar way, the principles of modem change theory are

reflected in the practice of clinical supervision.

The supervisor,

although initially cast in the role of change agent, works toward the
teacher's autonomy through helping the teacher see, analyze, evaluate,
and change his/her practitional behavior.

Clinical supervision, like

learning theory, encourages sound, objective-directed, lasting change
through the supervisor's acceptance of responsibility for helping the
teacher to grow in the ability to see him/herself realistically,
through supervisory acceptance of responsibility for helping the

teacher learn to plan and carry out appropriate, effective instruction.
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Part III;

Organizational Behavior

^fj-nltion and Purpose.
relatively new.

The study of organizations is

Organizational structures are the products of
the

attempts of society to order human existence
and to manage and accomo-

date human needs, while simultaneously transmitting
values of the past
(Alfonso, Firth & Neville, 1975, pp. 122-124).

Organizational behavior is the study of the structure and

functioning of organizations and the behavior of groups and
individuals
within them.

It is emerging as an interdisciplinary quasi -independent

field drawing on the disciplines of sociology, psychology, economics,
and to a lesser extent, production engineering.

It is deeply concerned

with the humanization of those aspects of work which deprive employees
of

"the

opportunity to develop and utilize their inherent resources

(Ebeltoft, 1974

,

abstract; Pugh, I 966 , p. 111).

Although scientists and humanists have long been at odds with
scientists accusing humanists of fuzzy, unsupported thinking, and
with humanists accusing scientists of caring more for ’’things” than

for people, the paxticular combination of disciplines involved in
organizational theory forms a unique humanistic-scientific partnership.
Van Dusen (I 967 ), in an article examining the relationships between

human awareness and the self-concept, stated the case succinctly when
he said, ’’humanism can gain from science methods which would increase
the validity and reliability of observation, while science can get

from humanism the varied, provocative and question-awakening richness
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of IndlYldual experience.

These should be two sides of the
same

coin” (p. 212).

The bureaucratic structure of management
is designed to ease
the problems of combining various kinds
of work for the central

purpose of the organization.

This means that management positions

are ordered in a hierarchy of status from
the chief executive to

workers at the lowest level, with power, authority,
and rewards flowing from the top down through the hierarchy.

Modem management

recognizes some of the weaknesses of this system and, through
the
study of organizational behavior, is seeking to preserve the
strengths
and enrich the organization's potential for beneficial change (Kuriloff,
1972

,

p.

154 ).

Unfortunately, institutions seldom undergo dramatic changes in
a short time span

;

and unless they can react and adapt to social

conditions, they are faced with change from without (Alfonso, Firth

& Neville, 1975» PP* 122-125).

Robert M. Hutchins, for example, in

his article "Permanence and Change" (I 968 ), comments that when condi-

tions are in constant ferment, as they are in today's world,

institutional and organizational structiires must constantly probe their
traditions and their relationships to the larger social system if they

wish to survive in their present forms.
B.

Problems of Organizations

attain its goals.

.

To survive, an organization must

The main problems confronting contemporary organiza-

tions according to Warren Bennis in his book Gh^giiig Organizations (I 966 )
are l) Integrating the goals of management and the goals of individuals.

.
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2) social influences reflecting on the
sources and distribution of

organizational power and authority,
3) the management and resolution
of conflicts, 4 ) responsiveness to the
environment and the organiza-

tion s adaptability for making corresponding
changes, and 5) the

revitalization of the organizational structure when
elements of
growth or deterioration occur (pp. I9O-I91)
Organizational problems are all the more formidable because

of

the widespread resistance to change at every level within
the organization.

Sergiovanni and Starratt (197I) discuss change-resistance in

individuals which is caused mainly by the organizational structure
and the demands of organizational membership.

They refer to l) the

individual's fear of using a new technique or material beacuse of his/

her unfajiiiliarity with it and the consequent possibility of failure,
2) the overdependence of many individuals on the organization which

may be caused mainly by the helpless feeling Individuals get from
power centralization and other bureaucratic features of organization,
3) the individual's resistance to any possible loss of status, 4 ) the

social-cultural core of the organization which causes individuals to
resist changes which threaten traditional beliefs and practices, and
5) the obligation that many administrators feel toward maintaining

organizational stability becomes a panoply for maintaining the status
quo (pp. 165-166).
The unfavorable connotations associated with the term "bureaucracy”

usually spring from the negative, dysfunctional effect that bureaucratic
management has had on people and organizations

.

In the handling of
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people within the organization, bureaucratic managers have largely
ignored the complex Intellectual and emotional makeup of human
beings.

When work is fractionated, or when people are coerced into

behavior necessary for survival within the organization, their
ability to grow as people and to contribute to organizational success
are diminished (Kuriloff, 1972, pp. I5't-159).

Finally, the bureaucratic model carries within it the inherent
seeds of conflict.

The competition generated among upwardly mobile

individuals for the status and rewards offered by the organization
leads to power struggles and internal warfare (Kuriloff, 1972, p. 158).

Since the bureaucratic model shuns conflict of all kinds, healthy and
unhealthy, the innovation that may derive from healthy conflict is

not forthcoming, while the resolution of unhealthy conflict is made

difficult by the organization's refusal to recognize, and hence
legitimize, conflict.

Thompson

1969 ) in his analysis of dysfunctional

(

organizational conflict between members of the hierarchy and specialist
members of the organization, says that the bureaucratic organization
cannot formally recognize conflict because, ”To legitimate conflict

would be inconsistent with the monocratic nature of hierarchy”
G,

The School Organization

.

(p.

3l)

•

In his article describing the

discipline of organizational development, Ebeltoft (197^) speaJcs of
with the division
the stimcture of an organization as its constitution,
status, and power
of authority, responsibilities, rights, duties,

defined therein (p. 9).

The school is regarded as a large and hard-

as a "bureaucratic
to-change institution, with one critic describing it

•
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monster" needing replacement rather than reform (Lewis & Miel,
1972,
p.

Another feature of school structure that makes the diffusion

3)*

of new practices so difficult is pointed out by Miles
(196?) as the

one— teacher-in-a-classroom model which makes contact and interdepen-

dency almost impossible (p. 12 ).
In addition to the isolation of teaching-learning cubicles many

schools are characterized by a high degree of formalization, centralization, status differential, preoccupation with efficiency, and

similar emphases which serve to frustrate meaningful educational
change (Sergiovanni & Starratt, 1971, p. 162).

Like all other organizations, the school exists primarily to

attain its goals.

According to Bennis, two imperatives must be

heeded if the organization is to survive long enough to achieve these
First, a reciprocal "internal" system must be maintained at

goals.

a balance of the needs and satisfactions of the participants on the one
hand, and the organization on the other.

Second, the organization must

adapt and conform to "external" pressures and changes in its environment

(

1966

,

p.

7)

Sergiovanni and Starratt (l97l) perceive three sets of variables
in the school organization as crucial to its ability to reach educa-

tional goals:
1

.

The organizational success variables are outputs of the
school which result from school practices. Typical
examples of organizational success variables are
performance and growth levels of students, absence and
turnover rates of staff, absence and dropout rates of
students, and the quality of school-community relations.

.
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mitiatlns var iables are the administrative and
organizational beliefs, assumptions, actions,
and modes
of operation under which the organization
functions.
Some examples of initiating variables include
the nature
of the school authority system, the extent
to which
formal rules and regulations are imposed, and
the
assumptions administrators hold with regard to their
peers, subordinates, and themselves.
3

*

The mediating variables the third set, constitute
the fabric of the human organization. Mediating variables
concern attitudes which teachers and other employees have
toward their jobs, superiors, peers, and subordinates,
their levels of job satisfaction, commitment to school
goals, and the levels of confidence and trust teachers have
in others and in themselves (pp. 15-I7)
,

The authors conclude that working to effect change in the

mediating variables (the human organization) will, in the long run,
increase the school's effectiveness (Sergiovanni & Starratt, 19 ? 1
p. 18).

,

It is apparent that those schools which flourish have done

so mainly by working with the human organization to create new and

appropriate arrangements while teachers are helped to develop new
areas and degrees of competency.

In the effective school, all these

elements are sjmchronized toward the goal of making the school

organization meet the needs of the community (Alfonso, Firth & Neville,
1975, P. 229).

In a study describing ways of planning to improve organizational
health, Matthew Miles provides ten factors which are helpful in

determining the degree of healthiness of any given school.
1

.

They are:

Goals are clear, accepted by organization
Goal focus
and appropriate to the environment.
attainable,
members,
.

•

6?

Gomm^lcatlon adeg uacy

The people have Information they
need which Is relatively distortion-free and
sufficient to
provide an accurate diagnosis of problems arising
within
the system.

3*

.

Optimal p ower equalization
Influence Is possible upward
and downward In the organization, with collaboration
rather than coercion the basic stance of persons.
.

Resource utilization
Personnel are used effectively and
efforts are directed toward goals. People feel a sense of
growing, learning, and developing as persons, as they make
their organizational contributions.
.

5-

goheslveness
Members of the organization feel that they
like, care about, and belong to the organization, and act
in a way that serves to maintain and enhance the health
of the organization.

6.

Morale
Members have feelings of well-being, satisfaction,
and pleasure as opposed to discomfort, unwished-for strain,
and dissatisfaction.

7*

Innovativeness
The healthy system invents new procedures,
becomes more differentiated, and diversifies over a period

.

.

.

of time.
8.

10.

9.

Autonomy
The healthy organization does not respond
passively to demands from the outside as though It
were the tool of the environment, and at the same time
would not respond destructively or rebelliously to
perceived demands either.
.

The organization is In realistic, effective
Adaptation
contact with the environment. When environmental demands
and organizational resources do not match, a problem-solving,
restructuring approach evolves in which both the environment
and the organization become different in some respect.
.

Problems are solved with minimal
Problem-solving adequacy
energy, they stay solved, and the problem-solving mechanisms
used are not weakened, but maintained and strengthened for
the future (1965)
.

.
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The field of organizational behavior is pertinent to
education

in basic and important ways.

It can help schools learn to change

themselves, to become increasingly receptive and responsive
to their

environments, and to use their present resources in new and more

effective ways (Schmuck, Runkel, Saturen, Martell & Derr, 1972

,

pp. 4 - 6 ).
D.

The Individual’s Relationship With the Organization

.

Frederick Herzberg, a pioneer in the study of organizations and their
impact on individuals, believed that human beings possess a dual

nature with two sets of needs.

The first set are what he calls

"animal needs"; those relating to the sustenance of physical life

through the maintenance of life or the avoidance of danger.

The

second set he calls "human quality” needs which concern psychological
growth, motivational needs and the fulfillment of the self (Herzberg,
1966)
In meeting one's own needs, interaction with other individuals is

inevitable, and individuals may sometimes meet their own needs at the

expense of others.

In his renowned work Reality Therapy

,

William

Glasser (I965) points out that when one can meet his/her human needs
in a way that does not deprive others of the ability to fulfill their
needs, he/she has accepted his/her human responsibility.
If individuals are to meet needs responsibly, those who supervise

must not only assist in making the organizational objectives compatible

with the needs and goals of individuals, but they must also have the
sort of interpersonal competence which shows itself in the ability
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to help people deal openly and honestly
with each other.

Chris

Argyris (1962) believes that a high level of interpersonal
competence
supports a leader's ability to confront reality and to
help others
to do so.

The organization may then develop norms that result in

interpersonal trust, concern for others, and acceptance of the
uniqueness of the individual, which in turn build organizational effectiveness and teamwork.
In 1968, Blumberg and Weber, seeking to discover the relationship
of teachers' perceptions of supervisory style to teachers' morale,

found that a person is likely to feel fulfilled as a person in his/

her relationship with the organization when he/she l) feels a
communicative openness, 2) feels a sense of his/her own professional
competence through feedback from his/her supervisor and colleagues,
3) feels a sense of colleagueship, 4 ) senses that supervisors and

colleagues value his/her worth, 5) senses that the organization is

concerned with his/her personal and professional growth, 6 ) feels a
sense of support for risk taking, and 7) feels a sense of personal

independence and freedom (Blumberg, 1974

,

pp. 66-67).

These findings

are congruent with Elton Mayo's 1927 experiments dealing with the

effect of organizational structure on people's work, and which have

been confirmed many times since through the work of others.

Mayo's

discoveries which form the basis for the human relations concept of
organization are:
1

.

The "output” of a worker - hence, the output of the
organization — is determined more by his social capacity
than his physical capacity.
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2.

Money is only one motivation for working in an
organization;
there are other, and perhaps more important,
rewards that
the worker seeks.

3

Highly specialized division of labor is not the most
likely way of maximizing efficiency of an organization.

.

Individual workers react to the organization — its hierarchy,
its rules, and its reward-system - not as individuals, but
as members of groups (Owens, 1970, pp. 47-48).
There is difficulty in housing persons in rigidly structured

institutions that remain unresponsive to the needs and feelings of

individuals within the organization.

These persons often cause

trouble in this kind of an organization by threatening the status
quo; hence, they are often expelled (Francoeur-Hendricks & Housego,
1973» P- 118 ).

Organizations, however, become more efficient and

effective as there is a reduction of dependence, subordination, and

submissiveness (and therefore alienation) according to Argyris
(Alfonso, Firth & Neville,' 1975» P- 142).

Only to the extent that

organizations maintain an open and responsive posture in a climate
of trust, do such organizations contribute to the needs-fulfillment
of people (Kuriloff, 1972, p. I 6 ).

If the organization is to empower human beings to "become"

rather than controlling and subjugating them, a particular balance
between personal and organizational goals is required.

As Thompson

points out, the organization man's complete commitment to organization

will not promote innovation, but neither will complete alienation

from the organization (Sergiovanni & Starratt, 19?1>

P* 392).

The

organization prospers when its values, norms, and structural design
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are such that they help members get their work
done efficiently in a
climate of psychological health (Kuriloff, I972,
p. 26).
Joh Satisfaction.

Job satisfaction depends upon how many

or how few of the individual's needs are fulfilled.

According to

Mayo, improvements in human relationships and morale are viewed
as

being more closely related to increased production rather than to
any physical and/ or temporal changes

maxie in

working conditions

(Cogan, 1973, p. 49 ).

Beyond knowledge and skill, the organization must encourage the
emotional,''

psychological commitment of its members if it is to

flourish.

Organizational structures that do not allow employees to

have sufficient growth in their work find that their employees set up
informal strictures, decrease their efficiency, and become apathetic

toward their work (Alfonso, Firth & Neville, 1975» PP* 85 , 128).

Herzberg's theories of job satisfaction center in two groups of
factors associated with work (see Figure 3)*

His hypothesis is that

when satisfiers are present, job satisfaction results; but the
satisfiers do not act as dissatisfiers when they are absent.

The

other group are dissatisfiers, but when eliminated as dissatisfiers,

they do not bring about job satisfaction.
Teachers' satisfactions derive mainly from work-centered activities,

with feelings of achievement, and the recognition of colleagues and
supcivisors for that achievement as the factors most influential in

feeling job-satisfied (Sergiovanni & Starratt, 1971» PP* 255~258).
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SATISFIERS

DISSATISFIERS

(Found in the work itself)

(Found in the environment of work)

Achievement

Salary

Recognition

Possibility of growth

Work itself

Interpersonal relations (subordinates)

Responsibility

Interpersonal relations (superiors)

Advancement

Interpersonal relations (peers)
Supervision

-

technical

Company policy and administration
Working conditions
Personal life
Status
Job security

Figure 3* The satisfaction and dissatisfaction factors as
identified and reported in F. Herzberg et al., The Motivation to
Work , New York; Wiley, 1959*

;
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Along these same lines/ studies of job satisfaction
and
dissatisfaction, according to Anastasi, have shown that the

behavior of the immediate supervisor is a major factor in
group
productivity (Cogan, I973, p. ^ 9 ).

It appeaxs that the attitudes and

behaviors of the supervisor are central to the performance of the
teacher.
The fact that teachers have recently become militant members
of extra-school organizations is not a surprise to Norman Boyan,
(1969)

who cautions that an understanding of the authority structure of
schools is crucial to imderstanding the behavior of teachers housed
in public bureaucracies.

He summarizes the motives of militant

teachers as
1.

anger at the misuse of administrative authority,

2.

anger because of poor supervisory practices/

3.

anger caused by having to perform non-instructional
"chores", and the consequent effect of this on the
teacher’s professional view of self,

4.

the lack of opportunities within the organization to
improve status,

5.

the lack of appropriate economic rewards, and

6

the desire for protection from attack from outside
the organization.

.

F.

The Effect of the Organization on the Teacher-Supervisor

Relationship

.

A great deal of conflict in organizations arises from

the interdependence created by the need for joint decisions within
the organization.

Much of this conflict is due to the differing

.
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perceptions of reality between persons in specialist
and hierarchical

positions (Thompson, I96I, p. 31)

.

As technical personnel become more

expert; they become more uneasy about managerial decisions
concerning

technical activities, and they question the competence of
mancigerial

personnel to supervise technical performance (Boyan, I969,
p. 202 ).
In the literature on authority, bureaucratic authority is being

challenged increasingly by the authority of competence (Sergiovanni &
Starratt, 1971 , pp. 37 ~ 50 )*

The zeal with which hierarchical

authority is being challenged by specialists is a phenomenon that
is also occurring in education, a factor which prompted Lucio (1967),

in his overview of American educational supervision, to conclude openly

that the vertical lines of authority in schools may no longer represent an appropriate distribution of talent and intellect (p. lO)

Although the norms and values of schools affect the relationships

between teachers and supervisors, it is primarily the supervisor who
defines the relationship between him/herself and the teacher (Blumberg,
1974)

.

"Whenever two or more persons of unequal rank are involved in

a personal interchange", say Franc oeur “Hendricks and Housego
p.

(

1973 ,

123), "the one having superior rank is in charge of the humanity

of the transaction."
It must be said at the same time that the most powerful prerequi-

site of leadership for the supervisor is the earning of his/her
colleagues’ esteem.

When teachers hold the supervisor in high esteem,

teacher participation is promoted (Alfonso, Firth & Neville, 1975 ,
pp. 223-225).
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Boaxdnian, Douglas and Bent (1953)

»

in summarizing studies that

prohed teachers’ attitudes about their supervisors, found that the
types of activities teachers like and value most involve the

encouragement and stimulation of peers and supervisors.

The authors

also conclude that teachers want to share leadership activities, he

treated as co-workers rather than as subordinates, and learn how to
solve problems themselves (p. l6).
G.

Supervisory Practices Affecting Teacher Performance

Classic

.

supervisory behavior which casts the teacher in the role of subordinate,'

with the supervisor behaving as the entrepreneur of a one-man

show, are being seriously challenged by authority stemming from

ability and competence (Sergiovanni & Starratt, 1971, P* 78)

berg and Amidon

(

.

Blum-

1965 ) studied one hundred sixty-six teachers and

forty-five school supervisors to determine teachers' and supervisors'

perceptions of each other in supervisory encounters.

Among other

of a
findings, teachers perceived their supervisors as the creators

superior-subordinate relationship.

In this regard, Rollo May, in

striving for
The Meaning of Anxiety (1950)» notes that one person's

personal insecurity,
status over another is inescapably associated with

with creativity
and that status-striving in general is incompatible
(pp. 181-189).

relationships,
In a second study analyzing teacher-supervisor
spent less than five
Blumberg (1970) discovered that supervisors
or maintaining interperpercent of their professional time building

perceived supervisors as exhibiting
sonal relationships, that teachers
behavior,
little supportive or encouraging

^d

that the experiences

.
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of teachers bore out the fact that supervisors
ignored even the most

obvious defensive behaviors of teachers.

Another common mode of classical supervisory behavior
which has
a generally negative effect on teaching performance
is leadership

based upon the human relations approach.

While this supervisory

perspective may actually relieve job dissatisfaction, it does not

bring about job satisfaction.

Human relations leadership also tends to

encourage low performance expectations, and it leaves teachers feeling
no compulsion to exert commitment and energy beyond what is minimally

required to carry on day by day (Sergiovanni & Starratt, 19?1,

p.

23).

Properly managed, human resources have the potential for an
enormous increase in value to the organization.

The responsibility

for managing human resources effectively is not easily fulfilled.

As

Jean- Jacques Servan-Schreiber remarks, "All things considered, manage-

ment is the most creative of all arts because it organizes talent"
(Kuriloff, 1972

,

p.

7).

In schools, the person charged with responsibility for main-

taining and enhancing the quality of instruction is the supervisory
officer.

The enlightened supervisor, according to Sergiovanni and

Starratt (l97l)» fulfills this responsibility by implementing change,

focusing on the process of change, engaging in a weaning process aimed
at decreasing dependence, helping clients identify problems, searching

for alternative solutions, and implementing their choices (p. I 62 )
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There is evidence that people in supervisory roles
will be more
effective in reaching important goals if they perceive
themselves as

collaborators in a common problem-solving effort, regardless
of

hierarchical levels (Blumberg & Gusick, I 97 O, p. 126).

In the public

schools, both the administrative and the supervisory dimensions usually

reside in the same person in such positions as principal, chairman, or
coordinator.

In addressing this seeming dilemma, D.D. Griffiths

proposes certain patterns of teacher-administrator participation in
the administrative and supervisory dimensions of authority.

He suggests

that in the administrative dimension, the administrator assume a hierarchical position differentiated by hierarchical authority, while in the

supervisory dimension, he/she assumes a collegial role based upon the

authority of competence (Boyan, I 969

,

p.

208).

The support of clients and peers is translated into esteem for

the supervisor.

Alfonso, Firth and Neville (1975) regard esteem as

the major factor in determining the degree of impact which the

supervisory endeavor will have on the organization.

"Supervision will

make more impact, and that impact will be extended, if those who are
most esteemed are willing to give it the greatest support" (p. 208).

Enlightened supervisory patterns that have a positive effect on
teaching performance are those that fully coordinate, develop and

utilize the resources of the human organization through the secnrance
of high commitment, loyalty, high performance goals, opportunities for

professional growth, and job satisfaction (Sergiovanni & Starratt, 1971»
pp. 28-29)*
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Supervisory Performance

.

There are several reasons

why the study of organizational
behavior is especially important to
educational supervisors. First, there is
confusion about the role
of the supervisor in education, with
little emphasis given to the

study of the supervisory role in relation to
the formal organization
of the school.

Second, the school may be the most critical
of all

contemporary social organizations.

Third, schools, like other

organizations, are being closely scrutinized and assessed
with regard
to their goals, structures, and effectiveness (Alfonso,
Firth & Neville,

1975, P. 123).

The preparation of supervisors has been woefully Inadequate.

The underdeveloped state of theory in supervision is the underlying

cause for the low level of preparation in the field.

Compared with

administration, counseling, and teaching, the study of supervision is

lagging in the quest for conceptualization and analysis.

The studies

of Neville and Stewart both confirm "...that educational supervisors

have need, in the perceptions of teachers, to express concern with

both the human and technical dimensions of their responsibilities if
they are to assist teachers to greater instructional effectiveness
and job satisfaction” (Alfonso, Firth and Neville, 1975, P* 1^2).

Though they are filled with good intentions, supervisors are

usually ineffective because they lack the skills necessary to effect
positive supervision.

University supervisor-training programs have

not helped supervisors develop these skills because the specific
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competencies have not yet been identified.

A theoretical base rooted

in researchable organizational behavior, must be provided so that
the

technical skills of supervision may be identified and developed
(Alfonso, Firth and Neville, 1975, chap. 4, I 5 ).
I.

Conclusion

.

If, as suggested in the literature of organiza-

tional behavior, the goals of management and the goals of the individual
must be integrated if the goals of the organization are to be met,
the past practices of supervisors are in great need of improvement.
In the author's view, the only

modem model

of supervision whose

framework represents a natural integration of individual and organizational goals is clinical supemision.

Education, as an organization,

is also reliant upon its ability to adapt to environmental changes if

it is to meet the needs of the community.

The adaptiveness of the

educational community is an important goal of clinical supervision

which is accomplished through the improvement of the teacher in
competencies related to seeing the necessity for, deciding upon, and

making effective instructional changes.
In dealing with the organizational and instructional effectiveness
of schools, the most important factor relating to the quality of the

educational product is the human organization (Sergiovanni & Starratt,
1971 )

.

In clinical supervision, the perceptual stance of the supervisor

considered most appropriate in the teacher-supervisor relationship is
element of
one that shows empathic regard for the teacher as the human

the human organization.

Among the known systems of supervision, only
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clinical

supervision acknowledges the acceptance
of responsibility

by the supervisor for encouraging
and bringing about the human and
organizational fulfillment of the teacher
through helping him/her
gain!

1) a

feeling of communicative openness,
2) a sense of competence

through the medium of collegial feedback,
3) a sense of support for
risk-taking, and 4) a feeling that the
organization is concerned with
the teacher's growth.

The normal practice of clinical supervision
promotes organiza-

tional health through; l) the responsibility of the
supervisor to
create and maintain communication adequacy between all levels
of
psrsonnel, 2) the striving of the clinical supervisor

toward optimal power equalization in his/her quest for a collegial
relationship, 3) help by the supervisor to the teacher in learning to

become innovative and adaptive in a manner which is both individually
and organizationally responsible, and 4) the responsibility of the

supervisor to learn, and to help the teacher to learn to solve
problems together and alone, even when the problems may be between them.
Clinical supervision is simultaneously a method and a relationship

which addresses itself directly to the alleviation of some of the nagging
educational problems which stem from the individual's relationship with
the organization in some of these specific ways;
1.

teachers' job dissatisfactions stemming from ineffective
or offensive supervision,

2.

teachers' job dissatisfactions stemming from the lack
of feelings of achievement and recognition for that
achievement.
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3.

teachers’ resentments over the lack of
supervisory
emphasis on classroom instruction, and

4.

the elimination of superior-subordinate
coercion which
is deleterious to the performance of the
subordinate,
and its replacement with the earning of esteem
as a
more effective change source.

In summary, the sound practice of clinical supervision
(to be

discussed in Chapters III and IV of this study) embodies
philosophies
and techniques reflective and supportive of the predominant
under-

standing of the nature and theoiry of the field of organizational
behavior.

Summary

Clinical supervision is a particular professional supervisory
state of mind that is vitally concerned with how the teacher feels,

how the teacher learns and how the teacher relates to the environment
of his/her work.

The feeling (affective) component of clinical supervision is

derived from the spirit and philosophy of the great humanistic
psychologists.

In Part I of this chapter, the author has sought to

trace specific affective assumptions inherent in the classic teacher-

supervisor relationship in clinical supervision as they are described
in the literature of clinical supervision to their antecedent assump-

tions in perceptual psychology.
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The learning (cognitive) component of clinical
supervision is

derived from modern learning theorists' discernments
concerning the

capacity of the human mind to think and learn.

In Part II of this

chapter, the author has sought to trace specific
assumptions about

learning inherent in the supervisor's role in clinical
supervision as

described in the literature of clinical supervision to their
antecedent
assumptions in modern learning theory.
The individual-organizational (the effect of the organization on
the Individual) component is derived from the spirit and philosophy
of modern organizational behavior theory.

In Part III of this study,

the author has sought to trace specific assumptions concerning the

role of the teacher in the school organization as portrayed in the

literature of clinical supervision to the antecedent assumptions to be

found in organizational behavior.
Although there may be other fields that contribute assumptions

relative to clinical supervision, it is evident that affective theory,
learning theory, and organizational theory (itself embracing many
assumptions from the first two fields) must become the backbone of any
supervisory method seeking to strengthen instructional effectiveness.
Thus the main fabric of clinical supervision, with its goal of

instructional improvement, is woven from these three areas of study.

CHAPTER

III

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
Introduction

In Chapter II, the author sought to unearth
theoretical founda-

tions for clinical supervision as they might he found
in the fields of

perceptual psychology, learning theory, and organizational
behavior.
Though other roots may surely be found in other disciplines.
Chapter II
was devoted to the thesis that clinical supervision is a psychological,
intellectual, and social coextension of sound, modem thinking and

practice rooted in the literature of perceptual psychology, learning
theory, and organizational behavior.

In the field of education, clinical supervision is gaining

recognition as a highly promising supervisory model acceptable to
teachers and supervisors (Pierce, 1975, PP- 18, 202).

characterizes clinical supervision as,

’’the

Krajewskl (19?6)

support mechanism which if

effected properly should eventually leave the teacher more self-sufficient in implementing curricular changes and better able to analytically

improve [sic] his or her teaching” (p. 37^)*

One professional journal

notes that the tide of professional opinion suggests that the time of
clinical supervision, with its great promise for the Improvement of
instruction, has arrived (Reavis, 1976, p. 36o).
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Obstacles to the Practice of Clinical Supervision
It would not be surprising if, at this point,
the reader inquired
as to why educators have not proceeded to
implement clinical supervision,

since it appears to reflect the most advanced thinking
in fields upon

which educational philosophy and practice are based, and
since
professionals see its value as a supervisory model.

In spite of this

apparent logic, the implementation of clinical supervision has not

become a reality.

Krajewski (19?6) observes that, ^’Clinical supervision

remains in the embryo stage

.

In theory it is likened to the enumerated

relationship of research and development

-

it is readily accepted.

In

practice, however, this is not the case” (p. 65).

There are two main factors acting as powerful obstacles to the

proliferation of the practice of clinical supeivision.

The first

factor contributing to this lack is the complexity of the process of
clinical supervision and the resultant plethora of competencies which
the supervisor must learn.

The program of training for clinical

supervisors must, therefore, be of an unusually high order (Mosher &
Purpel, 1972, p. 75)In any supervisory program, but particularly in clinical super-

vision, before an effective training program can be planned, the

supervisory competencies necessary to perform the supervision must be

clearly identified and ordered so that they may be taught (McGleary,
1976, p. 33).

This is also reflected in the thinking of Jack Frymler

(1973) when he says,

’’

Prescriptive statements telling supervisors what
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what they ought to do have been
readily available.

Descriptive

statements about what supervisors
actually do have been in short
supply” (p. v). Under these
circumstances, it is not at all
surprising
that there is little training
available at present for those who
wish
to learn clinical supervision.
The second group of obstacles to the
growth of the practice of

clinical supervision are related to the
difficulties of proliferation
in the public school setting.

The fact that clinical supervision is

presently practiced in only a few isolated schools
scattered throughout
the country attests to the existence of this
problem.
are caused by;

The difficulties

the traditional attitudes of many supervisors and

teachers toward supervision, the increased amount of complex
training
required, the unwillingness of school districts to invest the
necessary

time and money

,

and the rigidity of school structures and programs

which create obstacles to freeing professionals for training purposes.
The author can personally attest to the fact that clinical

supervision requires not only a high degree of commitment on the part
of the supervisor, but some extra human resources and a great deal of

organizational and personal flexibility.

A related observation, the

result of long experience, is that as a usual rule, the higher the
grade dealt with, the more rigidly set are the attitudes of the

professionals against supervision of any kind.

The Ironic outgrowth

of this axiom is that in secondary schools, where personnel is more
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readily available to help provide the
resources necessary for supervisory experience to take place, the
professionals are less open to

doing so.

The reverse is true in most elementary
schools, where

teachers and supervisors are, on the whole, more
willing (sometimes
eager) to practice supervision, but there is usually
a lack of any

additional personnel available in the building so that
individuals
may be allowed to avail themselves of supervisory training
and
experiences.

Clinical Supervision
Part I
Beginnings
;

In the middle 1950 's, the pre-service training of intern teachers
in the Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT) program at Harvard University

was the responsibility of Morris L. Gogan and his colleagues.

The

students in this program were liberal arts graduates with no previous
course work in education.

Gogan and his associates, faced with the

necessity of preparing these interns for teaching positions in six
weeks time, relied heavily upon the technique of in-class supervision.

Although the supervisors had special training and expertise in learning
theory, curriculum development, and child psychology, they lacked the

supervisory competencies required for this endeavor.

This caused the

students to perceive the supervision they were receiving as contributing
little or nothing to their classroom competence, and the supervisors to

perceive their own supervisory performance as unsuccessful and

unrewarding (Gogan, 1973; Pierce, 1975)*

.
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Due in great measure to the fine personal
qualities of these
students, the honest communication of their
feelings to the staff

began several years of continuous and valuable
feedback from these
students in a variety of pre-service and in-service
programs under

Gogan's direction.

The information thus gathered became the basis

for the systematization of practices into the supervisory
method Cogan
terms "clinical supervision”.

Hence, clinical supervision was

bom

from the honesty, the pain, and the needs of beginning teachers
in
the real world of the classroom.

The national center of clinical supervision has, in the meantime,

shifted with Morris Cogan to the University of Pittsburgh where, under
his direction, a doctoral program is maintained which is designed to

train clinical supervisors.

This program uses clinical supervision

as the basic tool for the pre-service and in-service training of

teachers

Part II

A.

;

Background

Clinical Supervision Defined

.

In spite of the fact that the

term "clinical” may for the layman call up some unpleasant connotations,

particularly in the fields of medicine and psychology, Cogan chose the
name "clinical supervision" because, in Wilhelms' words, "in true

clinical style, it depends upon direct, trained observation of manifest

behaviors in the classroom.”

Clinical supervision is comprised of

supervisors in classrooms observing first hand what happens, supervisors

:
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conferring with teachers in an associative
relationship to analyze
what happened, and, in consequence,
supervisors and teachers replanning
together (Wilhelms, 1973, p. 30).
Clinical supervision is "supervision up
close".

It rests on the

conviction that instruction can he improved hy
direct feedback to the

teacher on such aspects of that practitioner's
teaching as are of
concern to him/her.

Support to the teacher is rendered through the

feedback of data gathered in the clinic of the classroom,
and in clinical supervision, the emphasis is also on enhancing
the professional

status of the teacher in the teacher-supervisor relationship
(Reavis,
1976, pp. 360-361).

Gogan's (1975) definition of clinical supervision and his
capsule description of the segments of the clinical supervision cycle
are as follows:
...clinical supervision is focused upon the improvement
of the teacher's classroom instruction. The principal data
of clinical supervision include records of classroom events
what the teacher and students do in the classroom during the
teaching-learning processes. These data are supplemented by
information about the teacher's and students' perceptions,
beliefs, attitudes, and knowledge relevant to the instruction.
Such information may relate to states and events occurring
prior to, during, and following any segment of instruction
to be analyzed.
The clinical domain is the interaction
between a specific teacher or team of teachers and specific
students, both as a group and as individuals. Clinical
supervision may therefore be defined as the rationale and
practice designed to improve the teacher's classroom performance. It takes its principal data from the events of the
classroom.
The analysis of these data and the relationship
between teacher and supervisor form the basis of the program,
procedures, and strategies designed to improve the students'
learning by improving the teacher's classroom behavior
(pp. 27-28).

;

:

.
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Since the term "supervision” is
conmonly used in such a variety
of ways, Oogan, in order to clarify
and differentiate between the
three different categories of activities
termed "supervision", has

proposed "these differen'tia'tions
these is the administration of s u-pp-rvi si nn
ctivities characteristic of this category
include the oversight of a community program, e.g., establishment
of systemwide and school-wide goals and policies of
supervision;
selec"tion of curriculums; assessment of the
outcomes of
teaching; community liaison concerning the goals
of instruction;
selection and support of programs to test and evaluate
instmctional innovation; the administration of in-service
programs
within schools, and similar operations.
A

The second category of supervisory activity we call
general supervision
This term refers to supervisory
operations within schools but outside the classroom. Among
these are the preparation of new curriculums and materials of
instruction; the introduction of innovative curriculums,
techniques and strategies of instruction; evaluation and
selection of texts; the development of improved methods of
reporting to parents, and the like. It is important to
note an assumption underlying these and similar activities
they take place outside the classroom and are designed to
improve the teacher's performance inside the classroom. It
is our opinion that such a strategy may be very useful for some
purposes and may provide necessary group support for teachers
in an in-service program.
On the other hand, it seems to us
to be very unlikely that processes focused on the teacher's
out-of-class behavior will bring about important changes in
such domains of instructional behavior as the teacher's
classroom relationships with students, or in other firmly
established patterns of teaching.
.

We propose that general supervision can be extremely
effective, for example, in the development of intra-group
solidarity and support for teachers in efforts to develop
school-wide or system-wide programs for the improvement of
instruction.
On the other hand, general supervision is
inevitably deficient in providing strategic, individualized
This
in-class support for teachers-in-process-of-change
latter is the domain of clinical supervision (1975» PP* 26-2?).
.
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Goals of Clini cal Supervision

.

The enrichment of the

student is the only real goal of clinical supervision.

Although the

immediate object of clinical supervision is the
teacher, the ultimate
object is the teacher's classroom behavior as it relates to
the benefit
learner.

Teacher competencies that clinical supervision aims

at developing through direct and guided experience are all basically

related to the teacher's ability to diagnose and meet the needs of
the client.

Gogan (1973) makes it clear that the clinical supervisor deals
only with the teacher's classroom behavior, but he also recognizes
that this segment of the teacher's behavior "arises from the totality
of the teacher's self” (p. 62).

This underscores the need for the

teacher to gain new and more accurate knowledge of him/herself as a
teacher.

The clinical supervisor seeks to establish a relationship

with the teacher which will ultimately serve to facilitate the teacher's

growth in self-analysis competencies.
Sound clinical supervision practices work toward the enrichment
of the student by way of the Improvement of the teacher's performance.

Reavis

(

19 ? 6 ) articulates this supervisor-teacher-student relationship

in summarizing the two primary goals of clinical supervision as: l) the

facilitation of improved instruction, and 2) the facilitation of teacher
growth toward self- supervision (p. 3^1)

.

In actuality, it is the hope

that the second goal will work in the service of the first, since when
the teacher becomes self-initiating, self -directing, self- evaluating,

and self -supervising, it is the client who benefits (Goldhammer, 1969

;

..

.
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Pierce, 1975).

Assumptions Underlying Clinical Supervision

.

Clinical

supervision has evolved through experience and intuition, and like
teaching, it is not founded on any single theory translated into

practice.

Since this is so, it follows that there is no one ’’style"

of clinical supervision, but rather a variety of individual styles

developed in the same way that individual teaching styles are
developed (Weller, 1971, p. 3l)
Assumptions and hypotheses that form the underpinning for
clinical supervision have been stated in some of the major works
on the subject.

All of these assumptions relate either to the under-

stand ability, controllability, or Improvability of instruction, or how
the teacher feels about him/herself as a person and the consequent

effect on the teacher's teaching performance.

Those assumptions about instruction upon which clinical super-

vision is based, according to Richard Weller (1971) are:
1.

Instruction is an exceedingly complex interaction
between teacher behavior, curriculum or content, and
learner behavior, either singly or in groups.

2.

Instmction is an intellectual, social, and psychological
process that is amenable to rational analysis and some measure
of comprehension.

3.

4.

Instruction is not a random process; it is patterned in
terms of pedagogical, cognitive, affective, and social
factors
Instruction should be a rational, conscious and planned
process
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Through complex perception and rational
analysis, an
individual teacher may learn to understand,
control,
and ultimately improve his own teaching
behavior

5.

(p.

l6 ).

While Weller's assumptions deal with the rational
management of

instruction through its fractionation, clinical
supervision also relies

heavily upon the assumption that since much of human
behavior is
patterned, teaching behavior, which consists of a specialized
set of

human behaviors, is likewise patterned.

Building upon the realization

that instruction contains identifiable patterns of behavior,
Bellon and

Jones

(

1968 ) hypothesized that instruction may therefore be observed,

analyzed and categorized (p. 2).

Gogan (1973), in developing this

basic assumption further, holds that the ability to recognize patterns
is a logical antecedent to the individual's ability to modify pattems,

to learn new patterns, and to use these learnings to control one's own

behavior

(p. 43).

As pertains to the affective domain, Thomas Sergiovanni, in

seeking to contribute to the identification of a theory of clinical
supervision in a special issue on clinical supervision of the University of Georgia's Journal of Research and Development in Education (19?6),

enunciated these highly specific assumptions for clinical supervision

which speak to the importance of the teacher-supervisor relationship on
the teacher's practitional behavior;
1

.

2

.

3

.

supervisors are not teachers of teachers,

supervision is a process for which both teachers
and supervisors are responsible,
the focus of supervision is on strengths of the teacher.

.
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4.

given the right climate, teachers axe willing
and
able to improve, and

5*

teachers want to increase their competencies and to
be successful, for they seek and derive
satisfaction
from accomplishing challenging and important work
(p. 21).

D-

The Clinical Supervision Cycle

.

Before the advent of clini-

cal supervision, most of the literature in the field of
supervision

considered proper supervisory practice seemed to be patterned after
the three basic stages in the process of formal instruction:

l)

planning for or becoming familiar with the objectives and strategies
of the lesson, 2) the instruction itself, and 3) the after-the-fact

analysis of the teaching.

Whether done individually or by supervisory

teams, the clinical supervision format, among other things, aims at

carrying out a systematic, continuing, and developmental cycle of
planning, observation, and analysis (Mosher & Purpel, 1972, p. 8l)

Weller's early

(

1969 ) description of the phases of the clinical

supervision cycle explains their interdependence:
The basis of clinical supervision is the planning,
observation, and analysis cycle. Each teaching session
The teaching is
is preceded by a planning conference.
then observed by the conference participants and subsequently evaluated in an analysis conference which follows
soon thereafter. The analysis conference leads naturally
to planning for the next lesson. Each element of this
cycle is crucial and each builds upon those which precede
Without planning, the observations are likely to be
it.
haphazard or meaningless; the analysis session is prone
to problems of vagueness, misunderstandings of intent, and
axbitraxy evaluations; without observation there is no basis
for analysis and little for planning; and without analysis
there is little possibility of rational understanding and
no basis for future planning which will build upon strengths
and compensate for weakness (p. 13 )*

.
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Through practice and feedback, the
planning-observation-analysis
model of the earlier days of clinical supervision
evolved into a
.

five-phase cycle reported by Goldhammer (I969) as;
I

II.

III.

IV
V.

Pre-Observation
Observation
Analysis and Strategy

Supervisory Conference

Post-Conference Analysis (p. 57)

In recent years, Gogan has expanded the five-phase cycle to

eight phases.

One addition was a prior-to-actual-supervision segment

that addresses itself to establishing a trusting, non- threatening

teacher-supervisor relationship, and to the initiation of the teacher
to the objectives and techniques of clinical supervision.
(1972) words,

In Eaker’s

"All activities [for readiness] center around [sic] the

belief that trust can best be established when teachers know the
rationale, assumptions, and procedures of the supervisory program”
(p- 52).

As a means of helping the teacher learn to plan for instruction,

Gogan put more emphasis on cooperative planning, thus encouraging a
collegial teacher-supervisor relationship, and helping the teacher and
the supeiTvisor to know and trust each other.

Here is Gogan 's

(

1973 ) full-blown eight phase cycle of clinical

supervision as described in his own words:

—
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Phase I.

Establishing the Teacher-Supervisor Relationship

The first phase of clinical supervision is the period in
which the supervisor
a.

establishes the clinical relationship between
himself and the teacher;

b.

helps the teacher to achieve some general understandings
about clinical supervision and a perspective on its
sequences and
;

c.

begins to induct the teacher into his new role and
functions in supervision. These first-phase operations
are generally well advanced before the supervisor
enters the teacher's classroom to observe his teaching.

Planning with the Teacher

Phase 2.

The teacher and supervisor together plan a lesson, a
series of lessons, or a unit. Lesson generally is taken to
mean an instructional process oriented by objectives of
fairly limited scope and designed to be accomplished in a
span of time varying from part of a class period to a school
day or two. Plans encompassing more complex objectives and
Whatmore extended periods of time are referred to as imlts
each
of
design
and
entire
planning,
the
scope
of
the
ever the
objectives
the
terms
of
planned
in
are
its constituent lessons
for the students and the teacher. Plans commonly include
specification of outcomes, anticipated problems of instruction,
materials and strategies of teaching, processes of learning,
and provisions for feedback and evaluation.
.

Phase 3

.

Planning the Strategy of Observation

The supervisor plans the objectives, the processes, and
the physical and technical arrangemoits for the observation
and the collection of data. His functions in the observation
are clearly specified, as are those of other observers if any
The teacher joins in the planning of the
are to participate.
observation and takes a role in it as he becomes more familiar
with the processes of clinical supervision.

Phase 4.

Observing Instruction

and/or
The supervisor observes the instruction in person
recording
for
techniques
by way of other observers and other
classroom events.
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Phase 5

»

A nalyzing the Teachinpj-Leaxnln^ Processes

Following the observation, the teacher and the supervisor
analyze the events of the class. Initially they usually
perform this task separately. Later in the program they
may do so together or with other participants. Decisions as
to these procedures are made with careful regard for the
teacher's developing competencies in clinical supervision and
his needs at the moment.
Phase 6.

Planning the Strategy of the Conference

In the early stages of working with a teacher, the supervisor alone generally develops the plans, alternatives, and
strategies for conducting the conference with the teacher.
Later on, if it is advisable, the planning for the conference
may be incorporated into the conference itself.

Phase

?•

The Conference

The conference participants are generally the supervisor
and teacher. As need and appropriate circumstances arise,
other participants may join them. The conference may on
occasion be conducted by the teacher and others, sometimes
without the supervisor.

Phase 8.

Renewed Planning

At an appropriate stage in the conference the teacher
and supervisor decide on the kinds of change to be sought
At this point the cyclical
in the teacher's classroom behavior.
itself, and the
asserts
nature of the supervisory process
discussion of the
and
analysis
teacher and supervisor stop the
and the
lesson
next
previous lesson to begin planning the
instruction.
in
his
make
changes the teacher will attempt to
The resumption of planning also marks the resumption of the
sequences of the cycle (pp. 10-12).

Many competencies are required if the supervisor is to perform
effectively in the clinical supervision cycle.

These competencies,

gathered from the literature of clinical supervision and ordered
be
according to their chronological appearance in the cycle, will

found in Chapter IV of this study.

;
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If one could look over the shoulder of a
clinical supervisor

engaged in a cycle of clinical supervision, one would
probably see
some of these typical scenes:

In the Pre-Observation Session

;

the supervisor may be involved

in cooperatively planning a lesson with the teacher; or
the

teacher may be explaining to the supervisor what is to be
accomplished in the lesson and how it will be accomplished
ox the teacher may be asking the supervisor to gather data
on a specific problem or area of Interest to the teacher.

In the Observation of Instruction

;

the supervisor is probably

taking notes in the classroom on teacher-pupil and pupil-

pupil interactions, the non-verbal behavior of pupils and
teacher, the chronology of classroom events, and the like.

The supervisor usually sees the beginning of the teacher's
lesson, the development of the teacher's lesson, and the

conclusion of the teacher's lesson.

The reasoning behind

this procedure is that if the supervisor is to comprehend
the totality of the lesson, he/she must see the lesson in
its entirety.
In Planning the Strategy for the Conference

;

the supervisor may

order the data, discover patterns from the data, plan for
the conference with the teacher, or, if there are other

supervision team members, he/she may gather their perceptions,

discuss them, and order them for use in the conference.
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I n the Supervisory Conference

the supervisor and the teacher

;

may analyze the lesson cooperatively, and may Include the

planning of succeeding steps.

If the teacher is Insecure

or nervous, the supervisor may direct his/her efforts

toward building the teacher's self-confidence and offer

needed assistance.

If the teacher is confident and creative,

the supervisor may spend a good deal of time listening,

while occasionally synthesizing, re-stating, summarizing,
and raising the teacher's awsireness toward goals and areas

heretofore unrecognized by the teacher.
In the Post Cycle Conference

;

If a supervision team has been

employed, the supervisor's performance in the various phases
of the cycle may become the subject of an analysis session

to which the teacher is invited.

This is desirable because

it provides invaluable assistance to the supervisor pertain-

ing to his/her growth in the ability to see one's self

accurately, to the strengthening of one's supervisory skills,
and to his/her sensitivity to how it feels to

^ supervised.

The clinical supervision cycle may involve one supervisor or a

team of supervisors.

Personal experience with clinical supervision

suggests that the supervision teajn should, under normal circumstances,

consist of no more than five members.

A mix of individuals by subject

area and/or hierarchical level often proves beneficial, since the
to more
variety of perceptions provided by a group of supervisors leads

objective and insightful gathering and use of data.
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With experience, the time required to
perform cycles of clinical
supervision is usually lessened, since
some of the phases may be

shortened and others may be eliminated
altogether.

In some long-term

teacher-supervisor relationships, the cycle has
become a procedure
germinated by a request from a teacher to a supervisor
to, "Please
observe me tomorrow at one thirty.

I

want to try a new approach to

teaching the unit on the electoral system.

I would like you to gather

”

data about

Teacher-Supervisor Relationships in Clinical Supervision

.

The eight phases of the clinical supervision cycle have been
fashioned
to render support for the trusting, non- threatening teacher-supervisor

relationship, the heart of clinical supervision.

It is vital that

this supportive relationship be built on mutual trust, since that is

what is required for the facilitation of meaningful, positive instruc-

tional change (Bellon, 19?1» P» 2).

The non-threatening teacher-

supervisor relationship, the understanding of ground rules, roles,
and functions of the supervisory relationship by both teacher and
supervisor, and the shared responsibility for the success of the

supervision are also viewed as conducive to behavioral change (Cogan,
1973, p. 70).

Although the teacher-supervisor relationship may originate as a

helping relationship, the goals of clinical supeivision may not be
reached without the achievement of a collegial, associative relationship.

•

•
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As the superior-subordinate relationship diminishes and
the collegial

relationship increases, more and more sensitive matters can be dealt

with (Wilhelms, 1973»

P*

33)

i

3-nd

a more highly productive “mutual

support” partnership may be developed (Cogan, 19 ?6

,

p.

l6).

Since the supervisor's influence on the teacher's feelings about

him/herself can be considerable, and therefore affect the quality of

his/her teaching, it is essential that the supervisor protect the
teacher's sense of worth through the creation and sustenance of a warm,

accepting and friendly relationship with the teacher.

This requires;

l) the supervisor's acceptance of the inevitability of the existence

of problems, 2) the supervisor's ability to

leam and

to help the

teacher to learn to continue working together in the face of difficulties,
since doing otherwise causes the harboring of resentments which are

detrimental to the desired teacher- supervisor relationship (Cogan, 1973

;

Goldhammer, 19^9)
As the supervisor assists and encourages the teacher to acquire,

organize, and utilize the Intellectual and behavioral skills which are

instructional components, it is necessary that the supervisor provide
the teacher with protection during the change process by working to

enhance the teacher's potentials for success, working to minimize the

teacher's possibilities for failure, and by helping the teacher to feel

assured that he/she will be supported no matter what the outcome
(Blumberg, 197^» P*

Cogan, 1973» P* 73)
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The teacher-supervisor partnership in clinical
supervision is

built upon working relationships and supervisory
processes that
enable the teacher to share equal responsibility for
the content and

form of changes to be made in his/her own teaching.

Gogan (1973) adds,

"The goals of this partnership are not achieved until
the teacher also
(l) knows why he is changing his behavior,

(2) wants to change it, and

(3) derives professional satisfactions from doing so” (p. 58 ).
F.

The Unique Aspects of Clinical Supervision

.

Sergiovanni

and Starratt (l97l) summarize the main characteristics of modern super-

vision as;

1 ) the establishment and maintenance of positive human

relationships among staff members, 2) enlightened democratic practices
of supervision (not laissez-faire), with dynamic, understanding, sensi-

tive leadership, and 3) supervision that embraces the teacher and the

learner comprehensively in the total school program.
While it is doubtful that any one system or program can cure all

educational ills, some of the proponents of clinical supervision maintain
that clinical supervision contains most of the desirable characteristics
of modern supervision, and at the same time addresses itself to a broad

spectrum of major educational problems (Goldhammer, I 969 )
In an article on administrative practices appropriate to the

humanistic era, Francouer-Hendricks and Housego (1973) speak to the
important problem of effectuating instructional improvement; "The

forced implementation of a vastly changed program deprives the teacher
of his own humanity and individualization, for much of his self-respect

as a professional centers on his control of instruction.

Successful

change really depends on the teacher’s willingness to alter his approach
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(p.

121).

In this crucial area, as in many others,
the potential of

clinical supervision for improving instruction
appears to surpass other

approaches employed in education (Goldhammer, I
969

;

Krajewskl, I 976

;

Reavis, 19?6).

Clinical supervision may be thought of as being
composed of
1 ) a cognitive dimension (data gathering)

,

and 2) an affective dimen-

sion (the teacher-supervisor relationship over the
data gathered).

Although any of the eighty or so interaction analysis
systems may be

used to perform the data gathering function (Pierce,
1975), clinical
supervision alone establishes clear-cut guidelines for the supervisor's

preparation and subsequent handling of the data in interaction with
the teacher in the supervisory conference.

It is also unique in its

provision for the continuous progression of the teacher from a beginning
awareness of his/her classroom performance, to a helping relationship

with his supervisor, to the ultimate goal of professional self-actualization.

Part III

:

Literature Related to Clinical Supervision

Literature on clinical supervision prior to I 969 was very sparse.
As the precepts of clinical supervision became crystallized by the

refinements born of practice, Gogan articulated them in I 96 I in his
article, ’’Supervision at the Harvard -Newt on Summer School.”

In a

following, related, unpublished article entitled, ’’Critical Analysis
of the Literature on Selected Techniques in Clinical Supervision” (1963)»
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one of Gogan’s graxiuate students, G. Bradley
Seager, pulled literature

together which related to the phases of the clinical
supervision cycle
outlined by Gogan.

In 1964, Gogan's ’’Glinical Supervision by
Groups"

appeared in Ihe Gollege Supervisor;

Gonflict and Ghallenge

.

In this

article Gogan addressed himself to problems relating to the
preservice
of teachers and the potential for the use of clinical super-

vision in the solution of these problems.

The first description and

discussion of clinical supervision in a journal on a national level
occurred in I 966 when Louise M. Berman and Mary Lou Usery wrote on the
subject in Personalized Supervision;

Sources and Insights , a publica-

tion of the Association for Supervision and Gurriculum Development.
Dr. Robert Goldhammer's book, Glinical Supervision; Special

Methods for the Supervision of Teachers appeared in I 969 , marking the
first time that an entire book was devoted to the topic.

In 19?1, a

second book dealing with clinical supervision, Richard Weller's

Verbal Gommunlcatlon in

Instructional Supervision was published.

In

it Weller examined the definition, the practices, and the available

research related to clinical supervision.

Weller also introduced

"Multi -dimensional Observational System for the Analysis of Interactions
in Glinical Supervision” (MOSAIGS), an interactional analysis system

comprised of several matrices of interaction data for the analysis of
supervisory behavior.
The third book dealing with clinical supervision is the latest
one, Glinical Supervision (1973)

Moiris L. Gogan.

There is no doubt

.
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that this hook is the most comprehensive,
straightforward, authoritative
text on clinical supervision so far available.

Its full statement of

the rationale leading to explicit descriptions of the
process of

clinical supervision renders it the clearest and most representative

book in the field (Wilhelms, 1973,

p.

30)

Familiarity with its

contents is imperative for all who wish to know or practice the art of

clinical supeirvision.

For a brief but worthwhile description of clinical supervision,
the reader is directed to Chapter V of Supervision;

The Reluctant

Profession (1972) by Mosher and Purpel, and for a brief and to-thepoint description of the five-phase clinical supervision cycle, to
"Clinical Supervision" by Moore and Mattaliano (1970).
To the author's knowledge, the latest (and only) journal devoted

entirely to clinical supervision has been published by the College of

Education of the University of Georgia.

The Winter, 1976, issue of

The Joirmal of Research and Development in Education , the University's

quarterly publication, entitled "Clinical Supervision” is devoted
completely to the writings of Cogan, Sergiovanni, Flanders, Harris, and
others, on topics related to clinical supervision.

This investigator could find only five studies in which clinical

supervision was the subject of serious research.

A review of these

studies indicates that three of them were conducted in a university
or college setting, and only two in a public school setting.
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Goldhammer’s massive thesis of eighteen hundred
pages (I962)

singled out the specific behavioral acts of
those involved in clinical

supervision in the Harvard-Lexington Program, and
attempted to analyze
and categorize them under various descriptive
behaviors.

Goldhammer

endeavored to hypothesize a cause and effect relationship
between these

behavioral acts and the descriptive classification of these
acts.

The

findings of his study were: l) the model of clinical supervision
practiced
at the time was too general, too simple, and too abridged
to be effec-

tive in solving the prevailing day-to-day educational problems,
2) the

methods used to teach clinical supervision resulted in ritualistic

application by trainees," and 3 )

"the

proponents of the program were

quite successful in the analysis of teaching behavior but less successful in their approaches to changing it.

It appears that Goldhammer’s

study was a sincere attempt to apply the principles of scientific

method to human relationships.

In this case," his conclusions seem to

affirm the principle that the process of learning content has an
important effect on how effectively that content is learned and applied.
Richard Weller, perceiving supervision to be an extension of the

teaching actV sought to study teacher-supervisor interactions in the
supervisory conference in clinical supervision in his dissertation and
subsequent book (l9?l).

Using eight hundred minutes of taped samples

from supervisory conferences, he focused on content, logic," patterns of
procedure," and patterns of communication.

Though the findings of Weller's

study are highly diffused, the significance of his research lies in its

potential for becoming a method useful in the further study of the
complexities of instructional supervision.
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In a third study involving clinical
supervision, Noreen Carman
(1971) attempted to ascer-tain the effect of clinical
supervision on

the training of college English teachers.

In a twelve week program

in which clinical supervision was used as the
main tool, but which

also consisted of teaching seminars and demonstration
teaching. Carman

found that members of the experimental group were able to
make changes
in their own teaching behaviors, while members of the
control group
(no clinical supervision) had difficulty in this respect.

The dissertation of Robert Eaker (1972) is the fourth study

related to clinical supervision.

In order to find out whether or not

teachers and administrators agreed with the components and procedures
of clinical supervision, Eaker developed a model of clinical super^

vision based upon a review of existing literature in the area.
sought to understand the variance of perceptions,' if

any,'

taryV junior high/middle school, and high school levels.

He also

at the elemen-

He undertook

the answering of these questions by means of distributing questionnaires

to the professional personnel of the seven largest school systems in
Tennessee.

His conclusions are as follows:

1.

Most teachers and administrators agreed with the
basic assumptions of clinical supervision.

2.

While many teachers tended to agree with the procedural
aspects of clinical supervision, they agreed more
strongly with the assumptions of the process.

3.

With respect to how teachers felt about being trained
to analyze in observational techniques for the purpose
of analyzing one another's teaching, no firm conclusion
could be drawn.

.
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4.

Administrators agreed more strongly with the underlying assumptions and procedures of clinical supervision than did the teachers in the study.

5

With respect to the perception of teachers with
three years or less teaching experience compared
with those with more than three years experience,
no conclusions could he drawn (p. III-IV)

.

The dissertation of Leon Pierce (1975) is a study which pertains

directly to the public school setting.

His study examines possible

relationships between supervisors’ managerial talent and their verbal

behavior during the supervisory conference in clinical supervision.
Pierce gathered tapes of supervisory conferences and analyzed them
according to the pedagogical moves made by the supeirvisors
pedagogical moves, namely:

.

These

structuring, reacting, soliciting, respond-

ingV summarizing, and initiating, were then related to categories of

managerial ability, personality traits, and motivational needs.

Among other findings, Pierce's study seems to indicate that most
supervisors rely heavily on structuring and reacting moves, and that if
they are to become more effective in bringing about instructional improvement through the use of clinical supervision, they need training in the

appropriate use of the other moves.

Summary

In this study, the author seeks to assist with the removal of
0 xisting

obstacles to the widespread use of clinical supervision in

the field of education.

The three stages through which this goal is
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to be accomplished axe l) the provision
of a definition and descrip-

tion of clinical supervision, and a
review of the literature related
to clinical supervision,
2) the identification of the specific

competencies required for the practice of clinical
supervision, and
3) the ordering of the competencies according to their
appearance in

the clinical supervision cycle.
The first of the three steps has been undertaken
in Chapter III.
The second and third will follow in Chapter IV.

CHAPTER

IV

THE KEY SUPERVISORY GQMPETENGIES NEEDED FOR
THE EFFECTIVE PRACTICE OF CLINICAL SUPERVISION

Introduction

The overall objective of this study is the identification
and

compilation of the principal procedures necessary for the performance
the supervisory function in clinical supervision.
The ten basic skill clusters presented are Identified and

ordered according to their appropriate placement and use within the
various segments of the clinical supervision cycle.

The ten skill

clusters are divided into thirty-one subskills identified by capital
letters, with these broken into more specific components identified by

Arabic numerals.
In instances where competencies are used in more than one phase

of the cycle, they are presented in the phase which normally comes

earliest in the performance of the cycle.

The first two skill clusters,

Basic Supervision Procedures, Part I and Part II, are the exception;
these are applicable to all phases, roles, and relationships in clinical supervision.

Before any of the procedures or skills is approached, the

learner is encouraged to read Clinical Supervision by Morris L. Gogan
and Chapter III of this study, so that he/she may become familiar with
the basic assumptions and the rationale for clinical supervision, and
at the same time acquire a basic understanding of the functions of the

phases of the clinical supervision cycle.

,

:

:

.
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Proposals

The author of this study was fortunate enough to have been

trained in clinical supervision by its founder, Morris L. Gogan,

during the I963 Harvard-Lexington Summer Program.

This has led to

direct, personal involvement in over eight hundred clinical super-

vision cycles in contact with approximately three hundred professionals
since that time, a background that will probably serve to accomodate

Weller's (l 9 ?l) assessment that "knowledge of the process of clinical
supervision rests mainly with those who have experienced it” (p. 20 )
The author seeks, in this study, to integrate the existing theory of

clinical supervision and his own personal, practical experience with
clinical supervision into the generation of
1

.

2

.

3.

a definition and description of clinical supervision
created from an examination and synthesis of the literature
of clinical supervision (see Chapter III, Clinical Supeirvision)
the identification, through examination of the literature
of clinical supervision, of the main competencies required
for the effective practice of clinical supervision
(Chapter IV), and
the ordering, through the author's personal experience,
of the competencies into broad categories referred to
as "skill clusters" according to their chronological
appearance in the clinical supervision cycle (Chapter IV).

The larger purpose of this study is to provide the supervisor

with a basis for learning, installing, and proliferating clinical
supervision, a specific model of professional supervision.

specific terms the study is proposed as

In more

Ill

1.

help to beginning supervisors so they may know
what
competencies are required for the performance of
clinical supervision,

2.

help to experienced clinical supervisors in
continuing their growth through the development
of new supervisory skills and the expansion of
present supervisory skills,

3.

a supplement to the use of Gogan's Clinical Supervision
in the installation of clinical supervision in a school
or school district,

4.

a "curriculum base” which may be constantly refined
through research and practice, serving, at the same time,
as a dynamic, ongoing base for clinical supervision
training programs and
,

5.

a useful addition to the sparse literature of clinical
supervision.

Procedures

The competencies and skills necessary for the effective practice
of the eight phases of the clinical supervision cycle are gathered and

synthesized in this chapter.

This will be accomplished through the

examination of the literature on clinical supervision which has been

identified and discussed in the section of Chapter III entitled
"Clinical Supervision”.
The competencies will be grouped and ordered in ten categories

called "skill clusters” according to;
1.

2.

their relatedness as perceived by the authors where
such perceptions are apparent to this author and are
shared with the reader, and
their relatedness as perceived by this author where such
relationships exist in the perception of this author but
not mcLde apparent in the literature.

.
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Finally

,

"the

skill clusiers themselves will be ordered according

to their customary chronological appearance in the
performance of the

cycle of clinical supervision, such determinations being
made as the

result of the author's practitional experience.
The basic educational supervisory procedures subsequently

offered have been gathered mainly from Clinical Supervision by Morris
L.

Gogan

(

1973 ), although several have been drawn from other sources

(Blumberg, 197^; Goldhammer, I 969

;

Weller, I 971 )

The Key Supervisory Comnetencies Needed For the Effective Practice of
Clinical Supervision (arranged in ten skill clusters^;

Skill
Cluster
Number
1

Basic Supervisory Procedures for all Segments and Phases
of the Supervisory Function - Part I
Supervisory competencies pertinent to the supervisor's self
;

2

Basic Supervisory Procedures for all Segments and Phases
of the Supervision Function - Part II
Supervisory competencies pertinent to developing the teacher's autonomy
;

3

Supervision Procedures Useful in Helping the Teacher Toward
Readiness for Clinical Supervision

4

Teacher-supervisor cooperative planning
Planning - Part 1
as a medium for helping the teacher learn to plan and replan

5

Planning

-

Part 11

6

Planning

-

Part 111

7

Observation

8

Data Analysis and Preparation

9

Supervisory skills of
The Supervisory Conference - Part 1
of the teacherstages
early
the
the conference useful in

:

Planning for the observation

;

;

Planning for the supervisory conference

;

supervisor relationship
10

Supervisory skills useThe Supervisory Conference - Part 11
ful in helping the teacher become self-supervising
;
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Skill Cluster #1. Basic Supervisory Procedures for All
Segments
and Phases of the S upervisory Function - Part I
Supervisory competencies pertinent to the supervisor's self
;

I

.

II.

III.

Skill in Self-Knowledge
A.

Recognizing the origins of one's own behavior

B.

Knowing one's own strengths, weaknesses, sensibilities,
idiosyncrasies, values, beliefs and motives

G.

Guarding against perceptual distortion
a.

Recognizing the effect of idiosyncrasies, emotional
condition, purpose, and self-image on perception

b.

Recognizing the relationship of physical or
psychological distance, individual focus, resistance
to change, and past perceptual structures to one's
current viewpoint

Skill in Self -Regulation
A.

Accepting and using colleagues' feedback in dealing with
one's own supervisory performance

B.

Finding new behaviors congruent with one's personality

G.

Recognizing and controlling one's own anxiety

D.

Gontrolling one's own behavior so that imdesirable
behaviors being discussed with the teacher are not
exhibited by the supervisor

E.

Remaining unruffled in the face of surprising or unusual
teacher perceptions, requests or responses

Skill in Recognizing What the Teacher Needs to Improve Instruction
A.

Dealing with the teacher within the teacher's frame of
reference
a.

Gaining knowledge about the teacher

b.

Listening to the teacher and grasping his/her
underlying meaning
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B.

Recognizing and dealing with professional problems
a.

b.

c.

IV.

Developing varied and flexible strategies for
dealing with instructional problems
1.

Operating at many levels

2.

Performing many functions concurrently

3.

Guarding against premature intervention

4.

Recognizing the individual teacher's strengths
and weaknesses and helping the teacher to build
upon his/her strengths

Developing alternate modes of working with teachers
1.

Using various role strategies, i.e., Socratic,
didactic, non-directive, inductive

2.

Choosing the role strategy most appropriate
for the particular teacher

3.

Avoiding techniques which have proved
unsettling to the teacher

Dealing with relationship problems
1.

Reading signs of anxiety, discomfort, hurt,
or anger, and acting on them

2.

Recognizing when the teacher's dignity,
security or self-image is being threatened,
and acting to obviate such treats

3.

Discussing behavior rather than persons

4.

Dealing with sensitive situations symbolically

C.

Dealing with non-professional problems when the teacher
initiates such discussion

D.

Dealing with teachers having varied teaching styles

Skill in Problem Solving Thinking
A.

Learning to use process skills involving the development
of self-initiation, self-operation and self-evaluation
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B.

Learning and expanding the cognitive skills of
comprehension,
transfer, analysis, synthesis and evaluation

C.

Developing the ability to see relationships where apparently
none had previously existed (the appeal to symmetry)

D.

Developing a balanced and integrated application of taskoriented and person- oriented behaviors

Skil], C luster #2
Basic Supervisory Procedures for all Segments
and Phases of the Supervls^ Function - Part TT Supervisory competencies pertinent to developing the teacher's autonomy
.

:

I.

II.

III.

IV.

Skill in Providing the Teacher with Needed Resources
A.

Locating necessary resources to help the teacher improve
his/her work

B.

Securing and delivering necessary resources to help the
teacher improve his/her work

Skill in Developing the Collegial Relationship
A.

Developing shared responsibility for planning, teaching and
supervising

B.

Helping the TEACHER in clinical supervision become a
SUPERVISOR in clinical supervision

Skill in Helping the Teacher Feel Secure Enough to Become SelfSupervising
A.

Developing a non- threatening relationship

B.

Developing a trusting relationship

C.

Avoiding "verbally crowding” the teacher

D.

Bridling impulses to control the teacher or the situation

E.

Psychologically reassuring the teacher about himself/herself
as a teacher

Skill in Helping the Teacher Gain the Skills Necessary to Become
Self-Supervising
A.

Helping the teacher gain information about himself/herself
as a teacher
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B

.

Helping the teacher see his/her problems

G.

Helping the teacher recognize and build on his/her
strengths

D.

Helping the teacher understand student behavior and
learnings

E.

Helping the teacher develop values about goal setting
along with appropriate evaluation procedures

F

Helping the teacher recognize factors in the situation
affecting priorities, values, and decisions in the
teacher’s work

.

G.

Helping the teacher fuse theory, study, and practice

H.

Helping the teacher uncover

I.

Helping the teacher use self-as-model

J.

Helping the teacher test the realities of his/her own
perceptions and judgments about teaching

K.

Helping the teacher practice effective clinical
supervision

’’next steps”

Skill Cluster #3
Supervision Procedures for Helping the
Teacher Toward Readiness for Clinical Supervision
.

I.

Skill in Planning a Readiness Program
A.

Helping the teacher feel that a full-fledged readiness
program is under way to help with his/her needs

B.

Helping the teacher to see that supervision is not
"punitive”

G.

Employing small and large group processes, supervision
team membership, and the one-to-one relationship in a
graduated, coordinated, yet individualized readiness
program without mystifying or frightening the teacher

D.

Judging the teacher's readiness for the various phases of
the clinical supervision cycle
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II.

III.

Skill in Helping the Teacher Understand
Clinical Supervision
A.

Explaining and cooperatively studying the roles
and
relationships of the teacher and the supervisor in
clinical supervision

B.

Helping the teacher gain competencies by providing
’’safe”
experiences

G

Helping the teacher understand that clinical supervision
begins where the teacher is at the moment and proceeds
from that point

D.

Helping the teacher to be willing to share in the
responsibility for planning, teaching, and supervision,
so that change is facilitated

E.

Helping the teacher learn that the supervisory program
is the teacher’s program, not the supervisor's

F.

Helping the teacher prepare for a collegial role in the
cycle

Skill in the Teacher-Supervisor Relationship, with Emphasis on
the Teacher's Feelings About Self
A.

IV.

Knowing the teacher before cycling is attempted
a.

Knowing the teacher's teaching personality

b.

Knowing the teacher's values as a teacher

c.

Knowing the teacher's education and background

B.

Knowing and dealing with the sources of anxiety

G

Helping the teacher learn not to bottle up resentments

.

D.

Helping the teacher feel that having problems is a normal
state of affairs in teaching and that there is no stigma
attached

E.

Helping the teacher feel secure as a teacher

Skill in the Teacher-Supervisor Relationship, with Emphasis on
the Teacher's Feelings About His/Her Relationship with the
Supervisor
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A.

Developing a working relationship that is trusting and
non- threatening, and built upon colleagueship and
instruction rather than upon authoritarianism

B.

Developing shared responsibility

G.

Dealing with differences
a.

Helping the teacher learn the inevitability of
differences

b.

Helping the teacher learn that diverse views
generate diverse problems and, at times, unique
solutions

c.

Helping the teacher learn that differences are
often productive and do not always have to be
settled

d.

Helping the teacher learn to explain, not accuse

e.

Helping the teacher learn to deal with his/her
resentments and continue working

f.

Helping the teacher express perceptions about goals,
problems, strengths, and weaknesses as a teacher to
the supervisor

V,

Skill in Helping the Teacher Continue Alone in the Processes
Initiated in Supervision

VI.

Skill in Helping New Teachers Go Beyond Mere Classroom Survival
A.

Applying the READINESS program outlined previously in I
through V

B.

Helping the new teacher view, examine, and study many
models of teaching

G,

Sharing and helping the teacher share with the supervisor
individual criteria for good teaching

D.

Providing a support system for the teacher
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Cluster #4
Planning - Part li Teacher-supervisor
cooperative planning as a medium for helping
the teacher learn to
plan and replan
.

Skill in Plan Construction
A.

Stating objectives clearly, specifically, and in
behavioral
terms

B

Developing strategies to reach objectives

.

G.

Helping the teacher conceptually rehearse for teaching

D.

Developing feedback processes to help the teacher
understand events and outcomes in the classroom and to
replan strategies for the next lesson

E.

Helping the teacher develop the capacity to cope with
unexpected outcomes and to plan for contingencies

P

Avoiding the use of planning as a substitute for real
relationships with people

.

Skill in Planning Appropriately and Testing for Appropriateness

III.

A.

Developing a small plan in harmony with a larger plan

B.

Planning from the simple to the complex

G.

Planning why, what, and how to teach so that the lesson is
consonant with the larger contexts surrounding teaching

D.

Planning and testing for consistency
a.

Internal consistency in the lesson

b.

Gonsistency of objectives and methods
taught and how it is to be taught)

c.

Gonsistency between objectives

d.

Testing the logic of the teaching-learning situation

(

what is to be

Skill in Involving the Students in the Planning Process
A.

Planning to learn more about students
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B.

^oviding the students with cues and perspectives
about
the goals of the work to be done

G.

Involving students in the planning process

Skill Cluster #5.
observation
I.

II.

Planning

-

Part II ;

Planning for the

Skill in Planning the Observation with the Teacher
(Cooperative
Planning Stage)
A.

Refer to OBSERVATION and DATA ANALYSIS AND PREPARATION, Skill
Clusters #7 and #8 respectively, which follow in this
outline

B.

Carrying out the pre- observation conference only when there
is good cause for doing so

G.

Choosing strategies that promote and maintain the teacher's
composure prior to teaching
a.

Judging the appropriate length of the discussion

b.

Maintaining the teacher's confidence in his/her plan
by questioning it only for purposes of becoming
familiar with the upcoming lesson and offering
data gathering services

Skill in Planning the Observation (Teacher Self -Planning Stage)
A.

Engaging in a pre-observation conference with the teacher
a.

Familiarizing self with the teacher's plan

b.

Soliciting the teacher's requests for the
collection of data during the observation

c.

Contracting for the use of data collection
devices if desired by the teacher

B.

Planning according to the teacher's plan and/or the preobservation conference to meet the teacher's needs during
the observation

G.

Reacquainting self with notes from previous cycles with the
teacher

D.

Planning to observe new facets or categories of the teacher's
work as needed
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Skill Cluster #6
supervisory conference

.

Planning

-

Part III

;

Planning for the

I.

Skill in Planning for the Conference (Cooperative Planning
Stage).
Refer to DATA ANALYSIS AND PREPARATION and THE SUPERVISORY
CONFERENCE - PART I, Skill Clusters #8 and #9 respectively, that
follow in this outline.

II.

Skill in Planning for the Conference (Teacher Self -Planning Stage).
Refer to DATA ANALYSIS AND PREPARATION and THE SUPERVISORY
CONFERENCE - PART II, Skill Clusters #8 and #10 respectively,
that follow in this outline.

Skill Cluster #7
I.

II.

III.

.

Observation (Observing Instruction)

Skill in Observing
A.

Observing only when the teacher and the supervisor share
commonly understood reasons for it

B.

Observing verbal and nonverbal behavior

C

Observing critical incidents and ordinary classroom events

.

D.

Observing teacher and pupils proportionately with care and
openmindedness

E.

Understanding that what the supervisor witnesses is a
relatively static view of time and events which have accrued
progressively

F.

Understanding the possibility of the influence of uncontrolled
variables on observable behaviors

Skill in Recording Data
A.

Recording data of classroom events objectively and with
sufficient detail to permit systematic analysis

B.

Using informal shorthand techniques

G

Using mechanical recording devices

.

Skill in Selecting Data
A.

Judging the kinds and amounts of information to be recorded

B.

Focusing and refocusing rapidly in response to classroom
events

S
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G.

Recognizing critical incidents, process learnings
and
unintended learnings

D.

Effectively recording sequences of behavior

E.

Using appropriate interactional analysis systems
and other observational systems as needed (without
developing dependence on them)

kill Cluster #8
Data Analysis and Preparation (Analyzing the
teaching- learning processes
planning the strategy of the supervisorv
conference)
^

.

^

!•

Skill in Ordering Data (Ordering the data gathered in observation
through analysis, organization and categorization)

II.

Skill in Selecting Data for Use in the Supervisory Conference

III.

A.

Choosing patterns that are demonstrable in the data

B.

Selecting patterns and incidents from the data to meet
specific needs

G

Picking and choosing incidents for the sake of continuity

.

D.

Comprehending the major structures and outcomes of the
teaching/leaming process

E.

Developing hunches and hypotheses about causes and
effects from the data

F.

Revising supervisory procedures in the light of classroom
events

G.

Recognizing patterns too anxiety-producing for inclusion
in the conference

Skill in the Preparation of Data for the Supervisory Conference
A.

Preparing data so that it may be located quickly and
surely by the supervisor during the supervisory conference

B.

Helping the teacher relate today's lesson to past teachinglearning events
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Planning questions and comments which will help the
teacher examine degrees of synchronization between plans
and objectives on the one hand and outcomes and events on
the other

G.

Skill Cluster #9
The Supervisory Conference - Part I
Supervisory skills of the conference for use in the early stages of the teachersupervisor relationship (The use of these skills by the supervisor indicates that at this point the relationship is more helping than collegial,
since the primary supervisory responsibility rests with the supervisor)
.

I.

Skill in Beginning and Ending the Conference, and Setting its
Emotional Climate
A.

Choosing an appropriate physical setting for the conference

B.

Knowing and dealing with the sources of anxiety

G.

Recognizing the hurts and sensibilities of others

D

Active listening

.

E.

Asking the teacher when in doubt about the significance
of an event

F.

Encouraging the teacher to bring up problems and communicate
openly

G.

Role playing when appropriate

H.

Emphasizing strengths

I.

Providing the teacher with rewards for genuine strengths

J.

K.

II.

;

Avoiding the use of techniques which have proved "unsettling”
to the teacher in the past

Helping the teacher gain confidence and to feel competent (if
it is warranted) during and after the conference

Competencies in the Analysis of Teaching
A.

Recognizing and working with process learnings

B.

Recognizing and working with unintended learnings
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Recognizing and working with critical incidents and patterns

G.

Working within the context of analysis

h.

1.

Students' behavior

2.

Teachers

3.

Events in the world in which students and
teachers work

'

behavior

Recognizing and working with kinds and levels of
analysis
1.

Solo, full-fledged analysis by the supervisor

2.

Truncated analysis done cooperatively by teacher
and supervisor

Recognizing and working with observable behaviors and
events to analyze teaching and to help the teacher develop
the capacity to see relationships between events and
objectives (the processes and procedures of clinical
supervision)

D,

The Supervisory Conference - Part li
Skill Cluster #10
Supervisory skills useful in helping the teacher become self-supervising
(Helping the teacher learn how to maximize the value of the conference
and develop the ability to self -analyze)
.

I.

t

Helping the Teacher Work with Patterns of His/Her Own Teaching
Behaviors
A.

Recognizing patterns

B

.

Selecting patterns

G.

Analysing patterns

D.

Seeing relationships between patterns

E

Modifying patterns

.

F.

Learning new patterns

G.

to which
Assessing, through pattern analysis, the degree
objectives have been reached
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[I.

Helping the Teacher Analyze and Interpret His/Her Own Teaching
Behavior (Solo analysis by the teacher)
A.

Identifying strengths, and refining and amplifying them

B.

Learning to formulate hypotheses about his/her own
classroom performance

C.

Relating students' learnings and behaviors to the teacher's
objectives

D.

Finding one's own rewards

E.

Bringing about self-confrontation of Ideals (models) with
actual performance, and exajning discrepancies and/or
inconsistencies

F.

Developing his/her own style of teaching and supervising

Summary

The competencies needed for the effective practice of clinical

supervision have been identified and ordered in light of this author's

interpretation of the literature of clinical supervision as well as his
experience with clinical supervision in the clinic of the classroom.
The presentation of these competencies is intended as a beginning; a

base for constant study and revision by researchers and practitioners.
After compilation, the competencies and skills have been scru-

tinized to ascertain whether or not they are congruent with principles
and philosophies of the fields of perceptual psychology, learning
theory, and organizational behavior.

The author firmly believes that

in
there is no identified competency or skill which is contradictory

spirit or practice to existing theoiy in these three fields.
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The ident.if’ica’tion and ordering of these competencies, as

®Tfered in this chapter, are intended as a framework which may serve
as a conceptual and practical base for a program of training for

clinical supervisors.

In Chapter V, the author will explore possible

succeeding steps suggested by this study.

CHAPTER

V

IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FUTURE RESEARCH

Sunmiaxy

If teachers are to be successful in their work, they need a

quality of supervisory support which has not been forthcoming thus
far.

This lack of supervisory assistance to the teacher is largely

due to the fact that supervisoiy behavior has been neglected as a

subject for serious research.

This is due, in turn, to the unusual

complexity and broadness of the area.

One of the objectives of this

work has been to help alleviate this problem by specifying and clarifying the supervisory competencies necessary for the performance of

clinical supervision, so that the planning of programs for the training
of supervisors in the techniques of clinical supervision may begin.

In Chapter II, the results of a search of the literature in the

fields of perceptual psychology, learning theory, and organizational

behavior for assumptions in those fields which are identifiable in the

philosophy and practice of clinical supervision have been reported.
The decision to search these particular fields was made by the author
in the light of his first-hand knowledge of the literatiare and

practice of clinical supervision.
In Chapter III, assistance is offered to those not familiar with

clinical supervision, through the provision of l) a description of
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clinical supervision, 2) a description of the eight phases
of the
cycle of clinical supervision, and 3) a review of the literature
in
the field of clinical supervision.
Next, in Chapter IV, the competencies required for the effective

practice of clinical supervision were identified and ordered.

The

competencies were provided as a basis for future study and revision of
the competencies themselves, and as a foundation for the development
of training programs for clinical supervisors.
In the two sections that follow, the author will explore some

recommendations for future research which suggest themselves as

possible succeeding steps to this study.

Specific Recommendations for the
Sequential Follow-Up of This Study

If this study is to be regarded as a curriculum base, there will

be a necessity for constant detailing and updating to reflect the

changes and the growth that will take place in the future in each of
the three disciplines of perceptual psychology, learning theory, and

organizational behavior.

Furthermore, other fields than those examined

in this study should be explored for assumptions which may be related

to the theory and practice of clinical supervision, so that our under-

standing of the antecedents for clinical supervision may be enriched
and directions for the future may be further clarified.
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Each of the ten skill clusters might well
be focused upon as a
separate base, so that investigations conducted
from this perspective

may yield new insights into the philosophical,
psychological, and

practical antecedents of each cluster of competencies.
Another aspect of research that merits exploration concerns
the

functions and roles of administration and supervision, since
they

reside within the same person in most school systems.

It would be

advantageous to ascertain more clearly what the strengths and weaknesses
of this arrangement are.

If this has (or can have) more strengths than

weaJmesses, we need to know what proportion and combination are optimal

for the effective improvement of instruction to take place.

If this

arrangement has more weaknesses than strengths, we need to know what
organizational arrangements would be more effective than those currently
in use.

These are only a few of the pertinent questions that need

answering in this area.
Another important topic which should be considered for future

research is the relationship between superyision and evaluation, since
at present this relationship is a source of great confusion and con-

flict in education.

It is essential that we come to understand feasible

relationships between supervision and evaluation so that these fields
may begin to complement each other, and so that we may have additional

insights toward reorganizing schools and school districts for more
effective instruction.
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Finally, the answers

"to

some of fhe following questions may

provide some valuable insights useful toward the more effective

practice and proliferation of clinical supervision:
1.

How do specific personality traits (humaneness,
responsiveness, even-temperedness, etc.) on the
part of the supervision team leader affect a) the
teacher-supervisor relationship, and h) the success
of each phase of the cycle?

2.

What roles do individual personality traits and Intellectual
characteristics play in predicting success in the performance of the various competencies which comprise clinical
supervision?

3.

Which knowledges and/or skills relevant to teaching
and learning axe most essential to developing the
supervisor's ability to analyze the classroom teachinglearning situation?

4.

Gould a checklist pertaining to teachers' concerns
about supervision be developed through surveys of teachers,
so that clinical supervision may become even more responsive
to the needs of teachers?

5.

May teachers' attitudes in schools operating with clinical
supervision be compared to teachers' attitudes in schools
operating without clinical supervision, so that differences
in attitude may be ascertained and understood more clearly?

6.

At what stage of the teacher-supervisor relationship should
a supe 2?vision team be introduced, and what size supervision
team is optimal for the cycle?

7.

8.

Which phases of the cycle of clinical supervision may be
effectively elided or omitted in what particular circumstances, and how may supervisors-in-training learn to
make sound judgments in this regard?
now
In the few schools where clinical supervision is
this
has
ways
what
In
use?
in
is
model
operating, what
proliferation
Has
ineffective?
or
model been effective
occurred? If not, why not? If so, how?
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Specific Recommendations for the
Training of Supervisors

The evolution of competency-based programs based upon the

competencies presented in Chapter IV would constitute a logical follow-up
of this work.

The programs developed could then become the basis for

inservice workshops for certification teams and for graduate training

programs and procedures to replace those presently in effect.
There is much research that needs to be done in the general

area of finding ways to help present educational personnel and
structures adapt and change to accomodate supervisory and instructional

programs demanded by the times.

Some of the more specific needs within

this broad topic are;
1.

Investigations are needed to discover at which levels
and in what learning modes clinical supervision may be
effectively installed in schools and school districts
as they are presently organized.

2.

It is necessary to find alternative educational structures
which would permit and support the implementation of
training procedures for clinical supervision.

3.

Research must be done to find methods effective for
helping experienced, job-described personnel learn
about, adapt to, and collaborate in the clinical
supervision model without feeling threatened over
the possible loss of status or power.

this study
So that the competencies identified and ordered in

for the training
may serve as a practical as well as a conceptual base
each skill cluster
of clinical supervisors, it is recommended that

procedure:
become the subject of the following three step
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Ste£_l.

The translation of each skill cluster and
each
comptency within it into a learning model to
facilitate learning.

Ste£_2.

The field testing of each competency and its
corresponding learning model as created in Step

Ste£_3.

1.

Revision of the competencies and their learning
models in the light of the feedback received
through Step 2.

Epilogue

Since those teaching now are those who will be teaching for

years to come, teachers and supervisors, who have the same vested
interests and responsibilities, must learn how to work together.

The

professional relationship of teachers and supervisors, if it is to

become enhancing to the quality of instruction, must be based on the
best available knowledge relating to the feelings of the individual,
the intellectual functioning of the individual, and the individual's

relationship with the organization.
Any system of supervision that aspires to meet societal needs
must be responsive to its environment, must be able to provide strategies
to meet identified needs, and must have problem solving mechanisms suit-

able for solving the problems of a rapidly changing world.

It appears

that clinical supervision not only embodies the principal beliefs and

practices of perceptual psychology, learning theory, and organizational
behavior, but has already shown great flexibility and responsiveness to

contemporary environmental changes.

It was only a few years ago that
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Goldhammer (1969) said, ”I am indebted to Morris

L.

Gogaji for the basic

Ideas from which clinical supervision emerged...”
(p. Xl), but in the

few ensuing years, the cycle of clinical supervision
has changed

dramatically in the light of practical application, contemporary
societal needs, and the advance of knowledge in related fields.

The cycle

of 1969 is barely recognizable as a forbear of Gogan's
eight-stage

clinical supervision cycle of today.
In conclusion, if supervisors continue to discharge vital

supervisory responsibilities by "doing what comes naturally”, or if

they avoid the responsibility completely by "being too busy", our
present educational stinictures have little chance of survival.

It is

the hope of this author that this study may encourage the supervisor
to assume supervisory responsibility, and may strengthen his/her

ability to carry out that responsibility effectively.

.

!
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